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Abstract

This study suggests, through an integrative review of literature, that building community

is an effective jntelvention for helping to keep students at risk in school and it proposes a

cumculum ìnterventjon model based on strategies that build community in the senior

years classroom context. Using critical pedagogy, social reconstruction, and humanistic

education, th.e model ploposes a new paradigm in education with a cuniculum as cun'ere

focus. The model aims at students feeling a sense of community and having students

become empoweled thlough critical pedagogy. This is achieved through establishing

r'¿lationships and cale, belonging and acceptance, a sense of being valued, and though

cl assroom environment and interactions.
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Chapter 1: Purpose, Research Questions, and Genesis of Inquiry

Even the Canadian Govemment adrmts: "fuÍher steps need to be taken to encourage

students in Canada to complete high school" (Canadian Ministers of Education Council,

1999, p. 1). According to The Pan Canadian Education Indictors Program (PCEIP)

(1999) Canada's high school completion rates are the second lowest of the G7 nations,

with approximately 20Ea of 19-20 year olds without high school completion. The

Govemment also admits: "Without this credential, they [drop outs] face economic

disadvantages. ..It is evident that people with less than high school education have more

trouble finding and keepingjobs than those with higher levels of educational attainment"

(Canadian Ministers of Education Council, 1999,p. 1). Studies also show that between

15-307o of Amencan students will drop out of school before completing high school

(Dryfoos, 1990; McWhirter, McWhi¡ter, McWhirter, McWhirter, 1998; Nichols &

Steffy, 1999). The social and economic implications of these statistics are staggering

when we consider the impact dropping out has on the psychological well being ofthose

people. Typically school dropouts go on to have lowe¡ self esteem than students who

complete high school, have poorer paying jobs than their peers who graduated, often have

a lower socioeconomic status and are less likely to be able to affo¡d out of school

activities for their children (McWhirter et al, 1998). Furthermore, school dropouts often

propagate a cycle of lower expectations for their children (McWhirter et aI, 1998). In

terms of economic consequences, McWhirter et al (1998) found that school dropouts are



unemployed more often (almost 50% more than graduates), and eam significantly less

($100 000 to $250 000 less) over their lifetimes than those who complete high school.

These statistics draw attention to the North American cnsis being expenenced in Canada

and The United States. The profiÌe ofthis percentage of dropouts usually targets those

deemed "students at risk." For the purpose of this study, studentatnskis defined as

those students who are at risk of general school failure and at rìsk of dropping out of

school (Costello, 1996). More specifically:

Students at risk are those who together with general school failure have a low
sense of self wofih, are often distrustful of adults and authority, have a disdain
for, and are uninterested in school. They are also characterized by a long history
of academic failure and non-attendance, leeling alienated from school, accepting
failure as a way of life, and leaming to hate school (Syme, 2001).

When I began to question what was being done to help these students at risk stay in

school I found disappointing answers. Indeed, where altemative schools exist the horizon

is relatively bnght for students at risk, however, in the typical high school, little was

being done to promote success with these students. There also existed a trend in students

choosing to stay or drop out because of their relationship with their teachers and school in

general. Upon investigation, I realized my general observations were in tune with the

research literature. Often, relationships, that are positive ones, are cited as the most

significant aspect of a student's experience in school, and as the primary reason a student

at risk will choose to remain in school or drop out (Downing & Vette, 1994; Feneira &

Bosworth, 2001; Peart & Campbell, 1999; Rogers & Renard, 1999). My own classroom

experiences with students at risk confirm this research. Indeed, I believe my students at

risk choose to stay in school in part because of the positive relationship they had with me



and because of the community environment we developed in my classroom. Relying on

my own experiences as a guide, I then set out to research if building community was an

effective intervention fol helping to keep students at risk in school, and what classroom

teachers could do build community with students at risk, and to what benefit.

Research Questions

As a method of addressing this dropout crisis, I am proposing an inquiry into the notion

of building community with students at risk. My first purpose then is to investigate if

building community is an effective intervention for keeping students at risk in school.

Assuming that the answer to the first research purpose is yes, then a second purpose is to

create a curriculum intervention model that focuses on building communìty with students

at nsk with the explicit aim of helping students to succeed in school. My rcsearch

questions follow as such: 1. ìs building community an effective intervention for helping

to keep students at risk in school, and 2. what can classroom teachers do to build

community jn thei¡ classrooms to the benefit of students at risk? From these two research

questions came the proposed curriculum intervention model. Such a model serves as a

response to several initiatives. Firstly, this model serves as a response to my own desire

to help students at nsk stay in school and be successful there. Secondly, it also selves as

a response as the culmination of the reviewed literature in a synthesized form, and finally,

in response to the 1999 PCEIP claim that: "Another area of research could explore the

benefits of programs designed to help [students] who have dropped out complete high

school...Such research might include action-oriented studies and interventiorts litalics

added] to promote improvements" (p 1) I am proposing an intervention aimed at



helping students at risk, whether previous dropouts or not, to remain in school and be

successful there.

The response to those two research questions is lengthy. The next five chapters will

address the research questions, the related litelature to those questions, and the response

to that investigation. Chapter one will address the pulpose of the inquiry, the two

specific research questions as well as the genesis of these questions, the methodology

used for thìs inquiry, namely integlated inquiry, and the assumptions and theoretical

backglound of this inquiry. Chapter Two is a thorough and tailorcd, yet not exhaustìve,

review of recent related literature. This review of related literature serves as the research

base for this study since my study is an integrated inquiry using research as its data

source. Also found in Chapter Two is the definition of cuniculum as related to this

inquiry and proposed intervention model, definitions ofkey terms to appear throughout,

and a descnption of the approach to reviewing and synthesizing the literature. Chapter

Two explores the five categones for review: namely perspectives on cutriculum as they

rclate to students at risk; belonging and acceptance; relationships and care; classroom

environment and interactions influence the extent to which students at nsk feel as if they

connect, as if they belong, are valued and valuable, and are ca¡ed about; and stand alone

texts of consequence. Chapter Three presents a brief rationale for this type of curriculum

intervention, discusses the model in terms of its interface with other curricula, and

outlines some fundamental aspects of empowement in terms of how it relates to students

at risk. It also investigates critical pedagogy in telms of the curriculum onentations used

in the proposed model, namely those of curnculum as currere, humanistic education,



curriculum as transfomation, and finally curriculum as social rcconstruction. Chapter

Four briefly explores the implicatìons fiom the research literature and the issues related

to implementing this type of curiculum intervention. More specifically, Chapter Four

outlines preparing teachers, students, and classrooms for the intervention. As well, this

chapter also discusses modes of democracy since the proposed intervention presupposes

this element. Chapter Five is the proposed curiculum intervention model where, based

on the review of the related literature, a cun'jculum intervention model is proposed to be

used by senior years teachers in their classrooms. The model suggests strategies for

building community to the benefit of students at nsk. The aim of this curriculum

intervention model is to help keep students at nsk in school by giving them a sense of

belonging and feeling of being connected, and by making them feel valued and valuable.

Classroom interactions and environmsnt determine the extent to which students at risk

will feel a sense of belonging or value, and accordingly, the curriculum intervention

model focuses on environment and interaction strategies designed to promote and build

community. The model makes direct connections to the reviewed literature since the

model is based on an integrative inquiry method where knowledge is synthesized into a

new conceptual framework. As a way to ease this synthesis, a glaphic of the literature is

included to aid in helping readers see how the literature fits in with the intervention.

Finally, Chapter Six summarizes the main aspects of the previous five chapters

highlighting essential ideas and premises. It also offers conclusions regarding the review

of related literature, the proposed cuniculum intervention model, and its potential effect.
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Methodology: Integrative Inquiry

The methodology employed in this study is not traditional in the sense of having research

paûicipânts and being abJe to say: "this is a qualitative action research study" etc. What I

can say is that yes, it follows an integratrve inquiry model in that it sought out knowledge

in a specific area, brought together that knowledge into organized categories, analyzed

that knowledge and proposed a useful conceptual framework, and repackaged a cogent,

consensus fnendly model rclevant to researchers and teachers (Malsh, 1991, p. 273).

Integrative inquiry has "an emphasis on integrating djverse matenal into a particular

conceptual framework so that some new perspectives or relationships are introduced"

(Marsh, 1991, p. 272). Where this emphasis fits with the proposed cuniculum

intervention model is that the model, together with the inquiry, indeed bnngs together

diverse materials for creating a conceptual framework, namely the intervention model.

The diverse materials used here include not only the related literature dealing with the

key concepts of belonging, acceptance, value, connection, and community, but also

include the frameworks of humanistic curricula, ideals of social reconstruction through

curricula, and critical pedagogy. The diversity is obvious, while what are new are the

perspectives on curricula as [elated to, and proposed for, students at risk.

Ward (as cited in Marsh, 1991) established four criteria for detemining the adequacy of

knowledge generated via synthesizing research. These include addressing significant

variables and interactions, using terms that avoìd equivocal meanings, are usable in

practice, and represent a consensus that is acceptable to lesearche¡s and practitioners (p.

212). While almost exclusively aimed at quantitâtive research at the time, thus directing



attention toward vanables, integrative inquiry has changed to include research and

writings other than studies. The knowledge for this curriculum interventìon does meet

Ward's criteria in that it addresses significant notions of community and students at risk

along with notions of cumcula, avoids equivocal meanings by clearly defining terms in

Chapter 2, proposes a synthesis of the knowledge that is employable and practicaì, and

which also represents a consensus of the synthesized knowledge.

Further to the integÍative inquiry model are Roberts' (as cited in Marsh, 1991, p. 273)

cômmon approaches to integrative inquiry. The system of motivation for this inquiry was

the notion of building community with students at risk. The formulation of a framework

for organizing knowledge came from reading the literature and detennining categories for

review. Each of these categories emerged through a synthesis of the knowledge and

perspective presented in each text. Next follows the analysis and repackaging of

information where based on the review of the related literature and from this synthesis of

the knowledge I propose the curriculum intervention model.

Purpose of the Study

The purpose of the study is first to investigate if building community is an effective

intervention for keeping students at risk in school and second to create a curriculum

intervention model that focuses on building community with students at risk. The

research questions posed are: is buiJding community an effective intervention with



students at nsk, and what cân classroom teachers do to build communìtv with students at

risk, and to what benefit?

Clearly, this inquiry is based on numerous assumptions, perhaps most glaringly that it is

the community building and not another intelvention that benefits students at risk.

Additionally, this inquiry ìs built upon the åssumptions that teachers can, ând want to,

build community in their classrooms. The two foundational premises in the intervention

model, namely that a) students at dsk want to feel connected and part of something and

that b) they want tÕ feel valued and valuable are fluid and not easily assessed as being

verjfiable or verìfiably altered, and thus an additional assumption emerges. The entire

curriculum intervention model is based on the assumption that students at dsk indeed

want to feel the above two and that they care about this at all, and that teachers are

willing and ready to help keep these students in school. It takes a certain type of teacher

personality to implement this cuniculum intervention model, someone who is

enthusiastic about students, is aware that they will need to bend and be flexible in certain

situations, someone who believes in discipline as guidance and not an authoritarian

dolling out punishment, and finally someone who believes that all students, includìng

those not regularly attending our classes deserve to have a school fit their needs and not

vise versa. A further assumption is that classroom interactions and environment affect

the way students feel, and, accordingly, how these feelings affect how and what students

at risk do in school. There is no doubt that one ofthe pedagogical biases here is that, as

Neiil in Summerhill (1960) believed, students should be allowed the freedom to choose

and be themselves.



Genesis of the Study and Intervention: Experìential and Theoretical Geneses

"When we fail to maintain a sense of community within the schools and to foster

students' understanding of the important role they play in society, we are failing our

young people" (McWhirter et al, i01).

Experiential Genesis

We cannot pledict our life paths, nor can a new teacher predict whom they will work best

with. In becoming a teacher, I thought it would mean teaching great pieces of literature

to students who also loved to read and explore fiction. In reality, what is really taught is

far more impoÍant and far more challenging, in my opinion. I teach students at risk how

to care about one another, how to see themselves as valuable and imporlant, and how to

recognize their capabilities and experience success in school. How one goes about

teaching these fundamentals to students at risk is through building community with them

and giving them a sense of belonging and value. In my first few years of teaching, I was

given the opportunity to work with struggling students and students at risk. At first, I was

temfied: no one had ever "shown" me how to teach these types of students. Only my

intujtion and sense of what worked and what did not were there to guide me. This sense

led both my classes down the community-building path. As the years progressed, a trend

emerged: the more my classes became like a community, the more success my students at

risk seemed to have. Looking back, I realize that my own autobiography and life history
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helped me to know what these students needed, and helped me to empathize with their'

situatiÕns. I too experienced the curriculum as cuÍere, and began to understand that as

Pinar (1975) suggests, it is the journey that is of significance.

Life as a Student at Risk: A Characterization

Imagine from early school days feeling separate and isolated from others. Imagine going

rnto classes detesting your time there, detesting the teachers, detesting the whole school

expenence. For many students at risk these are not imaginary scenalios but what school

for them is like. Too often students at risk demonstrate inappropriate behavioul as a

coping mechanism and too many tired and frustrated teache¡s address and assess these

behaviours instead of the student's abilities. The sense of isolation felt by students at risk

is deep and pervasive; they are offered little opportunity to feel parl of a community of

leamers, as they perceive themselves often as unable to leam. Students at nsk are

isolated from the success margins in that they ar€ most often offered negative feedback;

based on their behaviour, thei¡ academic failure, their sporadic attendance, and their

lifestyle choices that often include frequent drug and alcohol use along with nsky sexual

activity (Brodinsky, 1989). If students at risk feel a part of anything in school, it is that

they are isolated from the norm of success and that they are unwelcome "tag alongs" in

school culture. It is no surprise, then, that students at dsk become school dropouts.

When we question the title"student ât nsk," the definition often ends with "at risk of

school failure." It is convenient to label this group as "at risk of school failure," and fa¡
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mor'e challenging to help them become "un-at nsk" and to help them to experience

success at, and to remain in, school.

Building Community is the Key: My Classroom as Evidence

In working with students at risk, I have come to belìeve that building community is the

key to keeping many of these students in school. Building community, in that they feeJ a

sense of belonging and value, countered the previous sense of isolation felt by many of

these students. Once these students realized that they were accepted for who they were,

that they were perceived as valuable and valued, and that they were welcomed to the

classroom, many of their behavioural, emotional, social, and academic issues seemed to

become manageable contributing to theiÍ experiencing success in my English Language

Arls class. I believe that success and connections in one class, in this case English,

helped these students at risk to feel belonging and value across a wider band: perhaps

even school wide. It is with this sense of community or connection that these students

choose to remain in school. With the sense of community, school and being in school

had more value and feeling.

It is my belief that one of the reasons students at risk drop out of school is because they

feel isolated fi'om the largel school community. The students thrive in the community

envi¡onment we build together. They experience success in a school subject (English),

and oftentimes this success carries over to other subject areas leading me to believe that

our community building efforts can wo¡k in all discipline areas where there are students
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at risk. At the end of our course, my students and I notice the "sense" in the room: a

sense that tells us our time together is finjshed and that something will be missed in the

future. It is from this sense that I come to know the value and ment of building

community with students at dsk. I åm not naïve enough to think that I and my community

building model alone keep students in school. The proposed community building model

is one strategy that helps to keep students at risk in school. Thìs model lrclps students at

risk to experìence success. It alone is not the only factor in success or continued failure

in school. Family mattels, relationship with peer groups, personal life, and interactions

with other adults in school aÌso determine whethe¡ these students stay in schoÕl or leave

(Jones & Jones, 2001; McCarty & Siccone, 2001; McWhirter et al, 1998; Page, 2000).

But what I know from my experience with students at dsk and observing their behaviours

within our community ls that this intervention gives students at risk a sense of belonging

in school, gives them a sense of being valued and valuable, and contributes to their

expenencing success in school. I have seen it work numerous times and stand convinced

of the benefits building community seÍves with these students.

Theoretical Framework Genesis

From reading theonsts like Neill (1960), Freire (1970), Noddings (1984), and Kohn

(1996, 1998), this intervention model is grounded in the theory of care and caring. One

must care in order to successfully build a community and promote change. Neill (1960)

ca¡ed about students, and in his own way, students at nsk, enough to build them a

separate school that fit the child. Freire (1970) cared enough to teach Brazilian peasants
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to name and dialogue about their wolld resulting in an educational revolution and his

being expeìled from Brazil. Noddings (1984), pelhaps most noted for her 1984work

Caring, promotes the idea of a cumiculum of care and the challenge to care in schools.

Finally, Kohn (1996) the most recent of these major theonsts, lists creating canng

relationships with adults as the first prerequisite to building community (Kohn, 1996).

All of these theonsts built community in their own way. Although most not framing therr

theoretical approaches as such, Neill, Fleire, Noddings, and Kohn built, promoted, and

maintained community to the benefit of students. Warm, caring relationships are often

cited as key to effective teaching and learning environments wìth students at risk

(Aronson, 1995; Ciaccio, 2000; Johnson & Lamb, 1994; Peart & Campbell, 1999) further

promoting the notion of care and community. FuÍhermore, in recent years the ideas of

community and community building have received enorrnous attention (English Joumal,

May 2001; Mânitoba Education, Training and Youth, 2001; National Conference for

Youth at Risk, Savannah, GA, 2002). The notion of building community as an effective

strategy with students at risk is well documented (Aronson, 1995; Bake¡, 1999; Ciaccio,

2000; Curwin, 1994; Korinek, Walther-Thomas. Mclaughlin &Toler Williams, 1999;

Jones & Jones, 2001). While the literature on the theory of the effects of community

building is helpful, there seem to be limited publications dealing with ¿ole teachers might

actually go about building community in their classrooms and schools. This curriculum

intervention model serves to suggest stratsgies that teachers can implement in their

classrooms in order to promote community building. In ìmplementing the proposed

cumculum intervention model, teachers not only promote increased success for students
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at dsk, but for all students because all students can benefit from building community

(Korinek et al, 1999).

The Cuniculum Intervention Model: Three Premises

This study proposes a curriculum intervention model to address the needs of students at

risk in a senior years setting. These needs include wanting to feel as if they belong, as if

they are connected and part of something, like they are valuable and of value, and that

they are cared about. By addressing these needs through building community, it creates a

starting point for school and classroom success. Students at risk crave acceptance,

attention, and care (Alonson, 1995; Baker, 1999; Ciaccio, 2000; Feneira & Bosworth,

2001; Friesen, Finney & Krentz, 1999; Johnson & Lamb, 1994). In building community

with students at risk, we offer them a sense of place, a sense of value, and a sense of

belonging.

The three primary premises of the curriculum intervention model are:

1. Students at risk want to feel connected and part of something.

2. Students at risk want to feel valued and valuable.

3. Classroom environment and interactions determine the extent to which

students at risk feel the above and thereby feel part of a community.

These three premises come from reading theorists like Kohn (1996, i998), Maslow

(1962, 197 6), Neill (1960), McWhifter et al (i998) etc. As Chapter Two will address,

each premise stems from extensive literatu[e.
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Chapter 2: Review of Related Literature

Sìnce this model proposes a curriculum intervention, we must first define curriculum. It

may be best to begin with a definition of what this cumculum is not. It is not outcomes

based, intended or planned activities, a transmission model where information is passed

on to a leamer, or curriculum as subject matter. This is a curriculum of cur¡ere to

expenencing care and community. According tÕ Schubert (1986), "currere refers to the

running of the race and emphasizes the individual's own capacity to reconceptualize his

or her autobiography" (p. 33). Since this curriculum intervention model aims at social

reconstruction through helping to end a cycle of drop out etc., reconstruction of one's

autobiograpby fits well with this proposed intervention.

Curriculum is "what we teach", but it is also what and how we experience school and

learning. For the purpose of this study, this curriculum is defined as the joumey to and

the experìence of relationships. This curriculum as currere is charactelized as being

marked by an emphasis on the learner, has a purpose to reconstruct society through care

and canng, is expenential and existential, focuses on a feeling and experience of an "us",

and aims at connections between people. This vision of curriculum as currere comes

from a synthesis of Pinar's (1975) writing on currere (pp.316-41$. Pinar speaks of the

journey being the significant part of the educational expedence. The proposed

curriculum is in line with the above notion of currere in that the joumey that students at

nsk expenence, significantly that they begin to expenence care and a sense of

community, is the essential aspect of curiculum. The 'Joumey" is meant to be both

ìndividual and mutual at the same time. Regardless of content, intended leaming
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outcomes, subject matter, or activities, the premier notion of curiculum as defined here is

of the journey and of care: care behind all actions, concems, interactions, behaviours,

exchanges, dialogues, and in the set up of the space. The other premier notion is of

community and connectedness. Curriculum as currere of care and community has a

dispalate purpose than cunicula as subject mâtter or intended leaming outcomes etc. Its

purpose is to have students expenence their own joumey toward feeling a sense of

community. Stemming from this independent and individual journey comes an

understanding regarding the jourrey itself and how this independent joumey to

community simultaneously characterizes a mutual and shared joumey to feeling a sense

of community with others. The aims of this curriculum as currere are to connect students

with one another, with teachers, with the leaming envilonment; to help them see they are

of value, have impoÍant contributions, and are wodhy of care. Finally, the

encompassing purpose is to build community thlough expenencing individual and shared

joumeys until a sense of an "us" is established and maintained.

Before proceeding with the review of related Uterature, we must first be clear on the

terms to appear in this and other chapters. Although already defined in Chapter One, the

definition of student at nsk will also appeal here. "Student at risk" is the most difficult to

define because the definitions of what an at nsk student is, are so diverse. Based on a

synthesis of readings and definitions of students at nsk, the following definition emerges:

By students at risk, I mean those students who are at risk of general school failure
and at risk of dropping out of school. More specifically, students at nsk are those
who together with general school failure have a low sense of self worth, are often
distrustful of adults and authonty, have a disdain for, and are uninterested in
school. They are also characterized by a long history of academic failure and
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non-attendance, feeling alienated from school, accepting failure as a way of life,
and leaming to hate school (Syme, 2001).

By "building community" and the notion of "community," Kohn's definition is closest to

the idea promoted herc. Kohn states:

In saying that a classroom or school is a 'community', then, I mean that it is a

place where students feel cared about and are encouraged to care about each
other. They experience a sense of being valued and respected; [students] matter
to one another and to the teacher. They have come to think in the plural; they feel
connected to each other; they are pät of an 'us'. And, as a result of this, they feel
safe in their classes, not only physically but also emotionalJy (1996, 101-102).

This definition of community incolporates thl'ee of the premises of the curriculum

inte¡vention model in that it speaks to feeìing connected, cared about, and valued.

Other key terms include belonging, acceptance, relationships, care, classroom

environment, and classroom interactions. Belonging is defined as feeling connected to

and part of something, whether thât is a group, a class or an individual sense of feeling

connected to others in any capacity.

Acceptance means feelìng and communicating one's total approval for another or for

oneself. To be accepted is to feel like you belong and will not be rejected for a tnvial

reason. Acceptance is not blind to problems, and eventually some people come to not be

accepted according to theil behaviour or attitudes, but as characterized here, acceptance

means the expenence when others do accept and app|eciate one's behaviours and

åttitudes.
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Relationships are those connections between humans that impact or have influence on our

lives. In this study, relationships are almost exclusively used in the positive save a few

places where the negative impact a relationship can have is discussed. In order to

experience a relationship one must first expenence a measure of trust and care, thus

affording a connection between people. It is this connection between people that is the

relationship.

Care is perhaps the most difficult to define. By care, it means showing concem for, being

interested in, feeling amorous like yet fiiendly emotions toward another human being.

We do not have to have a fnendship or even an rntimate relationship with another in

order to show care. Simply stopping on the street to help someone who has faÌlen is

showing care for that person. In the classroom and school setting, care, the way it is

employed here, is exclusively friendly like care. It is not being used it as lover like care.

Classroom environment might be informally designated as where class "happens." The

important aspect of this informal designation is that it encompasses more than an actual

classroom or specific class space. It also encompasses both the formal and informal

spaces that constitute an environment. The environment aspect of this phrase is the sense

or feeling that space emits to its participants and visitors. The classroom environment

takes into consideration lighting, physical objects in the space, the boarder areas like

walls and their coverings, the temperature and humidity of the space, the smells, the

sounds and noise levels, and most significantly classroom environment takes into

consideration how the people in that space respond to and act toward each other.
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Classroom interactions dovetail from the last aspect of the classroom environment

definition. How people respond to and act toward each other are the classroom

interactions. More than this, though, is also what physical and verbal communications

and actions happen in the classroom space. The interactions between all people and

objects in the space are what constitute classroom interactions. I am not trying to limit

myself here since I believe the interactions to be more than observable occurrences and to

include silences and gaps in dialogue etc. Interactions include the absence of interaction

as paft of this definition. Other unconventional interactions might include displaying

student work, or not displaying it, on the walls or ceilings. Finally, class¡oom

interactions are not exclusively limited to the spåce itself. How teachers and students

respond to and act toward each other outside of the space are still part of the classroom

interaction in that these too have impact upon the actuâl space once there again.

Review of the Literature

Three areas that characterize the notion of community emerged in the literatule review:

belonging and acceptance, relationshìps and caring, and environment and interactìons.

Each of these aleas relates to the three premrses of the proposed curriculum intervention

model. By combining the three areas that characterize community together with the three

premises of the proposed intervention model, five categories for reviewing the literature

emerged. These are: 1. perspectives on cumiculum as they relate to students at risk, 2.

belonging and acceptance, 3. relationships and caring, 4. environment and interactions
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determine the extent to which students at nsk feel and expenence the above, and 5. stand

alone texts. These five categones are not exclusive and neither is the literature that is

placed in each. In fact, much of this literature could be reviewed in each of the five

categones. For convenience sake, the category best suited to each reviewed text was

selected. This is in no way meant to box that literature in, and in some places texts may

need to be discussed in several sections due to its significance.

This categorical approach reveals five areas of review: l. perspectives on curriculum as

they relate to students at risk, 2. belonging ând acceptance, 3. relationships and caring,4.

environment and interactions determine the extent to which students at dsk feel and

experience the above, and finally 5. stand alone texts. The stand alone texts are titled as

such because in their entirety they suppolt and promote the notion of building

community. The reviewed texts point to the fundamentals of students at risk needing to

feel connected and paú of something, and valued and valuable in order to be part of a

community, and that the current educational paradigm is not meeting these needs.

FuÍhermore, these texts illustrate the point that classroom and school wlde interactions

and environments determine the extent to which students at risk feel as if part of a

community. This review of ¡elated literatule responds to the purpose of this inquiry in

investigating and answering if building community is an effective intervention with

students at nsk.

Perspectives on Curriculum as they Relate to Students at Risk
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The research indicates that the conventional, or typical, educational paradigm (schooling

and cumcula) does not work for students at risk since numbers of dropouts are increasing

(Jones & Jones, 2001; McWhjrtel et al, 1998; Smith, Barr, & Burke, 1976; Wiles, 1999).

The fact that students at rìsk typically comprise between 2O*30 7o of a school population

and that schools often have dropout rates of l5-201o indicates that conventional schooling

is not workrng for that student population (Wiles, 1999). Furthermore, some go as far as

stating that: "instructional methods and materials now in use are failing large numbers of

students" (Slavin, Karwiet, & Madden, 1989, p. 3). The cunent paradigm of schools and

curricula is failing students at risk because it does not sufficiently address their untque

needs.

Mole specifically, this pâradigm is failing students at risk because it ignores the affective

domain and focuses intensely on the cognitive (McWhirter et al, 1998). The current

educational paradigm is one of limited demonstrations or toleration for care and concem

It is one of mandated content that must get covered at all costs; is one where in the

hierarchy of decision making the students have no say; one where academia rules

supreme and thÕse students outside the margins of academia are left to crawl the "courss"

of cumiculum. Clearly, with meeting a measure of success with the other 807o, this

paladigm does work for other target student populations.

The eight major contemporary "images" or "characterizations" of curriculum as

presented by Schuben ( 1986) include: 1. curiculum as subject màtfen, 2. cuniculum as a

program of planned activities, 3. curriculum as intended leaming outcomes, 4. cumculum
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as cultural reproduction, 5. curriculum as expedence,6. curriculum as discrete tasks and

concepts, T. cuniculum as an agenda for sociaÌ reconstlxction, and 8. curicuium as

currere. Of these, the current educational paradigm wherc students at risk are not meetìng

with success consists of only a standard few, namely curriculum as subject matter,

curiculum as a program of planned activities, cur¡iculum as intended leaming outcomes,

and occasionally cumculum as discrete tasks and concepts and curriculum as experience.

Left ôut of the contemporary typical paradigm is cuniculum as agenda for social

reconstruction, cuniculum as currere, and, largely, curiculum as experience. The

contemporary paradigm is malked by "traditional" views of curiculum and curiculum

organization, while the paradigm most suitable to success with students at risk is marked

by the characterizations outside the typical paradigm. In other words, the paradigm made

up of subject matter, tasks, outcomes to be met, and planned activities currently

employed in schools, does not work for the student at nsk population. It follows then,

that the ones left out of our contemporary educational paradlgm, specifically cumculum

as social reconstruction (Freire, 1970), curiculum as experience (Schuberl, 1986) and

curiculum as currere (Pinar et al, 1995) might work for students at risk.

All of the characterizations of cur¡iculum in the traditional contemporary paradigm fail

students at risk in the same way: they focus on the cognitive and ignore the affective, thus

abandoning the student at risk along the way. The level of inflexibility seen in many of

these characterizations and in their employment in schools negates success with students

at nsk who need care and community before they need subject matter and planned
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activitìes. Without care and community, these students cannot intedace with the content

or curicula.

The current paradigm fails students at risk for the following reasons:

¡ The students are offered limited choice in content, subject matter, or in planning
the activities

o The students arc not treated as stakeholders in the school, in the class, or rn their
own education

¡ The students are offered limited to nil responsibilities within a school or curricular
framework

o Curricula ar€ content instead of experience, currere, or socially reconstruction
o Power is in the hands of the top echelons of the hierarchy, and is employed in

authoritarian manners
o Learning is book and lecture dnven
o Students are expected to sit quietly and neatly in desks in rows, while delineation

fiom this fom is deemed inappropriate and is consequently penalized
o Students are generally all taught in the same way without much serious

consideration for their uniqueness or differences
. The purpose of the school and curricula are cognitive development
o There exists a lack of flexibility, and change from the paradigm or tradition is

scarce
¡ Schools and classes are large and impersonal
r Academics are stressed as is post secondary leaming
o Success is largely measured through grades instead of through meaningful

leaming
o Schools and classrooms lack a sense of community (McWhirter et al, 1998;

Rogers, 1969; Smith, Bar & Burke, 1976; Wiles, 1999).

The pnmary aspects missing from the cunent educational paradigm are care and feeling a

sense of community as made up of belonging, âcceptance, relationships, demonstrations

of care, and beneficial interactions and environments conducive to establishing these.

A curiculum paradigm of care and building a sense of community would help to address

the needs of students at risk cunently being missed in the contemporary educational

paradigm (Noddings, 1984). This cuniculum would need to address such key and
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influential concepts as feeling as if one belongs and is accepted (McCarty & Siccone,

2001), experiencing care and concem (Aronson, 1995; Noddings, 1984), having positive

interpersonal relationships (Page, 2000), and finally feeling as in one belongs to a

community (Kohn, 1996).

Belonging & Acceptance

Building community is an effective intervention with students at risk because it gives

them a sense of belonging and acceptance.

McCarty & Stccone (2001) cite Maslow's hierarchy of needs as physical needs, moving

through to safety and feeling free from imminent danger, belongingness and Ìove, self

esteem, onto self-actualization, curiosity needs, aesthetic needs, and finally transcendent

needs. They focus on Maslow's suggestion that a pnmary need of all humans is

belonging and love. This need has enormous and widespread implications in the field of

education. Maslow suggests that if a student's first three needs, physical, safety, and

belonging, are not met then that student cannot progress beyond having those needs met.

FuÍhermore, Maslow (1962) states: "The more we leam about man's natural tendencies,

the easier it will be to tell him how to be good, how to be happy, how to be fruitful, how

to respect himself, how to love, how to fulfill his highest potentialities" (p. 4). Note how

nearly all of these exist in the affective domain of human existence, thus underscodng the

significance of this domain in terrns of not only living a meaningful life, but also in terms

of how they could relate to succass in school. The search then for belonging in a
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classroom becomes huge and hugely important. Mccalty & Siccone go on to state that

students want acceptânce with a group and to feel like they belong, are loved, and are

worthy of love, affection, friendship and loyalty (p. 19). As evidence of what can happen

if students do not have the primary need of belonging met and if students did not feel a

sense of acceptance from peer groups etc., McCarty & Siccone cite the tragic example of

the 1999 Columbine High School shootings in Colorado. By this example, albeit

extreme, we see the huge impact belonging and acceptance have on students, particularly

with students at risk. If teachers rccognize the tenet of students atnsk needing to belong

and be accepted, and work to create a sense of belonging and acceptance among our

students and ourselves, then our students at risk can move beyond needing belonging and

love and be better set tô succeed in school by staying in school, and succeed later, in life.

Being cognizant that sense of belonging and acceptance are only limited factors in

staying in school or choosing to leave, teachers must also consider the home life, job life,

drug and alcohol use etc. as fuÍher factors in drawing students out of school or helping

them to remain. Part offeeling accepted is having one's issues outside of school brought

into the rcalm of undelstanding and consideration of school and schooling. It is from this

standpoint of encompassing considelation that true sense of belonging and acceptance

can begin to emerge.

Curwin (1994), in an aÍicle related to teaching students at risk how to rejuvenate hope

and do bette¡ in school and in learning, promotes the intervention of making students feel

welcome in school and like they belong.
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Schoenlein (2001) argues that the only possible explanation for posìtive changes in a

large high school is the change in school climate, which was the result of a directive to

make the large high school feel smaller through various interventions. He states that the

intervention to reverse the sense of isolation and alienation, the antitheses to belonging

and acceptance, was to create a sense of belonging, acceptance, and a connection betwgen

students and school. He further suggests that: "Teachers in large schooÌs need to become

more familiar with the names, families, interests, problems, accomplishments, and

rdiosyncrasies of their students" (p. 30) highlighting not only the intervention but also the

effect of students then feeling a sense of belonging and acceptance.

Secada (1999) although specifically focusing on lessons from Hispanic dropouts still

catches the impact of acceptance as crucial to helping students at risk of dropping out to

stay in school. He determines that by teachers and staff having nonjudgmental attitudes

towards students, these students are more likely to stay in school because they feel like

they are accepted and belong. Interestingly, Secada focuses on the intimate relationships

these teachers develop with their students as correlated to the students feeling accepted

and like they belong. Secada characterizes these intimate relationships as detailed and

continuous and not as romantic. These teachers became intimately familiar with the

details of their students' lives and they accepted these students where they were and how

they were. He points to this total acceptance as key to helping this specific group to stay

in school. From this, we too can extrapolate that through creating positive and

meaningful relationships with out students at risk we can help them to stay in school.
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K¡ovetz (1999), while a high schoo) principal, offered an after normal school hours class

for grades nine and ten students who were not regularly attending the school. Through

this informal case study, Krovetz found that the sense of being connected helped these

students stay in school. He tells of how many of these students spoke of feeling

connected to the school for the first time and of how they felt accepted by the teachers

because these teâchers showed they cared and valued the students. Clearly, belonging

and acceptance have a huge influence on students at nsk.

A Fofi Garry School Division No. 5 (2001) survey of Vincent Massey Collegiate high

school students found that "while students believe that they 'belong' at Vincent Massey

Collegiate and have a lot of friends at school, one-quarter feel 'lost in the c¡owd"'

(Proactive, p. 7). The survey did not supply enough information to be able to connect

these senses of belonging or being lost in the crowd with characteristics of students at

risk and those not at risk. This type of additional information was not included and it

appears as though the survey did not probe into the areas of student characteristics. What

this survey does reveal is the essential nature of all students needing to feel like they are

connected and belong. I believe that of the one-quârtelwho felt "lost in the crowd" many

of those students would be students at risk who typically feel marginalized and alienated

in school. This survey does not list the number of respondents or the number of students

at the school; however, I know that the school has nearly 1100 students meaning nearly

300 of them felt like they did not belong. Lack of connection to a school or its student

body is cause for students at nsk to feel unconnected. In a large school like Vincent

Massey Collegiate it is no surprise that almost 257o of the students, a number which also
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Nichols & Steffy, 1999) feel like they do not belong. Big schools have a difficult time

"catching" or connecting to all of their students, parlìcularly those students at nsk of

dropping out. This lack of feeling as if one belongs is noted as reason for student

dropping out of school.

McWhirter et al (1998), in discussing the roots of the dropout problem, point to students

ât risk feeling as if they did not belong as a main source for dropping out. They state

that: "Over the last 30 years dropouts have consjstently repoúed that their main reasons

for leaving school before graduation were. ..lack of belonging, a sense that nobody cared"

(p. 100). Again, here we see the enormous impact sense of belongrng has on students at

risk.

Query & Hausafus (1998) link literacy, community, and belonging as connected to

academic achievement. In their study conceming academic achievement in at nsk youth

and protective factors leading to increased success in school, Query & Hausafus found

that academic achievement improved, and noted relationships with adults and bonding to

community as pnmary causes for these improvements. The notion of feeling connected

and belonging are evident in the included field notes of this study, parlicularly so in the

discussion and results chapter dealing with bonding to community.

Jonsberg (2000) in summarizing her dissertation speaks candidly about the feeling of

alienation her at risk subjects felt. Furthermore, her study found that all the female youth
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in her cluster group dropped out of school because they felt alienated and like they did

not belong. The fact that many of these girls were aÌso pregnant underscores the

significance of feeling as if you belong. Jonsberg wntes that none of these yôuth dropped

out because they were pregnant, and instead that they left because they felt isolated and

alone-

Friesen, Finny & Krentz (1999) in their study regarding understanding the identities of

teachers of students at risk note total acceptance of students as a trait of those teachers.

They discuss the idea that effective teachers of students at tsk accept and respond to

students where they are in terms of development and academic skills. The authors

suggest that through the naffatives they collected, data pointed to the positive attitudes

and behaviours reìated to acceptance of these students as the strongest contnbuting factor

to success (p.92'7).

The influence of feeling as if you belong and are accepted is clear: it helps keep students

at risk of dropping out i¿ school. Students who feel connected to school and school

settings also feel like they belong to that environment. Feeling as if you belong is to

know that you are accepted. Knowing you are accepted and that you belong create bonds

which make you want to stay and continue to be part of that environment. This cycle of

belonging and acceptance is what helps to keep students at risk in school. Without

belonging and acceptance students at risk have little [eason to stay jn school. We know

that students at risk often feel outside the success margins and that they crave acceptance
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and belonging. As evidenced in many of the reviewed texts, students at risk frequently

noted feeling as ifthey belonged as reason for them to remain in school.

Feeling accepted and like you belong must come from both the teacher and from other

students. Many of these texts refened to school climate as a method to making students

feel like they belong and were accepted. Knowing this, we might consider positive

changes to school and classroom climate in order to foster acceptance and belonging in

our students at risk so that they will continue to stay in school.

It is unacceptable for students to leave school because they feel like they do not belong.

Likewise, it is unacceptable to allow this trend to continue. It is not diflicult to ensure

students know they belong and are accepted. It takes some care and effoú to build

relationships, and these capabilities are within every educator concerned with helping

those students at nsk of school failure. This literature establishes a clear rationale for

striving for creating a sense of belonging and acceptance within schools and classrooms.

Furthermore, thjs Iiterature makes the case for all teachers of students at risk to attempt to

reach their students in terms of the affective domain whe¡e the notions of belonging and

feeling accepted exist.

Relationships and Care

Building community is an effective intervention with students at risk because it provides

essential relationships necessary to human development.
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I have defined relationships as thôse cônnections between humâns that affect or have

influence on our lives. In order to expedence a relationshìp one must first expenence a

measure of trust and care thus affording a connection between people. It is this

connection between people that is the relationship. By care, I mean showing concem for,

being interested in, feeling amorous lìke yet friendly emotions toward another human

being.

Students feel connected, as if they belong, and part of something when they develop

relationships with other students and with adults. Warm, caling relationships are at the

heart of feeling connected to school and to other people, particularly for students at nsk.

People need relationships in order to feel connected, like they belong, and like they are

valued and valuable.

Noddings' (1984) work epitomizes the notion of caring and its effects. In Chapter Three

of Caring, Noddings discusses the "cared-for" who I in tum associate with students at

risk. She states that "the one-canng comes across to the cared for in an attitude" (p. 65)

which speaks to the teacher-student relationships in school. Further to these relationships

Noddings continues: "This attitude of wam acceptance and Íust is important in all

carìng relationships. . .When this attitude is missed, the one who is the object of care

takrng feels like an object. He is being treated, handled by formula" (p. 65). A

relationship without care is to be institutionalized, objectified. Students need to feel care

and feel cared about, else they become like the desk: cold, hard, and sterile. Noddings

promotes the notion of ca¡e and caring as the primary aim of education stating that
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without knowing how to care from being cared about, we send students off into the world

unready to fully and effectively participate. She discusses what she calls the "crisis of

caring" in schools, and repeatedly we see the effects of this ctisis of caring in the

increasing dropout rate. Noddings is an essential promoter of care and caring in schools.

Page (2000) assefis that key to emotional well berng are relationships, and says that:

"Relationships with significant others can alleviate loneliness, secure stimulation,

establish contact for self-knowledge, and provide means of shanngjoys and pains" (p.

29). Clearly, the impact relationships can have on students at risk is vast. Typically

marked by low self-esteem and a pervading sense of isolation, for students at nsk a

significant reìationship can mean the difference between succeeding and withdrawing

from school since lelationships can counter this loneliness and isolation while

encouraging positive self-image thrcugh positive stimulation and contact with self-

knowledge (Page,2000). Finally, Page concurs with me in that classroom activities can

and do help students to establish and develop skllls for relationships. Evidence to this

effect is in Query & Hausafus' (1998) qualitative study that found that one on one

instructional time with an assistant not only developed a positive relationship, but that as

a result of that relationship students leamed better social and communication skills and

were able to demonstrate these in a classroom setting.

Hansen & Childs (1998) in an arlicle conceming creating schools where students and

staff like to be cite Lightfoot's (1983) study of Orem High School and state that: "It is a

place that seeks to provide a safe environment for building student-teacher relationships,
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a place thât offers a sense of security and belongingness" (p. i5). In helping to create

schools where people like to be Hansen & Childs discuss how subtle messages tell

students that the environment is ânything but sterjle and how the environment at Orem

High School fosters a sense of belonging through relationships and collaborative efforts.

They indícate that people and the relationships among them are the most impofiant

element to developing a positive school climate.

Rogers (1969) speaks of a certain attitude that charactelizes those who are successful at

facilitating learning. In his nanation, he describes this as "prizing the learner, prizing his

feelings, his opinion. It is a caring for the learner.. .It is an acceptance of this other

individual as a separate person, havìng woÍh in his own rìght" (p. 109). Note how

Rogers' characterization of this successful facilitator of leaming takes into consideration

âcceptance, value, and the relationship of care. It is not a new idea, that of care in the

classroom as effective to learning and schooling, and yet it remains largely ignored.

Rogers & Renard (1999) focus on relationship driven teaching and suggest that

reìationships fulfill the fundamental emotional needs of students and in tum inc|ease

motivation to leam. If we retum to the Maslow idea of the hierarchy of human needs, the

above statement holds true because Maslow (1968) suggests that human motivation is

prompted by having our needs met. Furthermore, Maslow (1968) wrìtes: "So far as

motivational status is concemed, healthy people have sufficiently gratified their basic

needs. . . so that they are motivated primarily by trends to self-actualization" (as cited in

Jones & Jones, 2001, p. a6). Students are apt to be more motivated in school when more
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of their needs are met. Beyond motivation through needs, Rogers & Renard suggest that

students are more motivated when they believe that their teachers trcât them with respect

and when teacllers câre about students personally. Their concept of relationship driven

teaching aims at fostering relationships that help students see teachers as caring and

concemed instead of as dictators, enemies, or people out to judge them. They suggest a

six step framework for building relationships with students, which will be addressed in

detail in a later chapter. However, one of the six steps:involves caring. In their

discussion of caring and its impact on relationships, the authors speak of nearly every

premise of the proposed curiculum intelvention model. They discuss acceptance,

respect, a need for belonging, and that students want to feel valued and want to be part of

something. Indeed, care and lelationships are at tlìe heart of successful interactions with

students ât Íisk, and the ploposed curriculum intervention model is grounded in supported

theoretical perspectives.

Oakes & Lipton (1999) suggest a Freireian model of teaching to change the wo¡ld from

the community onwards. They offer two traditions of organizing classrooms: the first

model marked by management, discipline, and control and the second model

characterized by caring and democratic classrooms. In discussing this second tradition,

where canng and democratic classrooms exist, the authors summarize the ideas of other

theonsts/psychologists like Maslow, Rogers, and Kohlberg and state: "If schools treated

students humanely and respectfully, these qualities [care & democracy] would prevail in

classrooms" (p. 250). They go on to cite A.S. Neill and his Summerhill School approach

where children are free to make key decisions about their own schooling, leaming, and
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behaviours, and cite Noddings and her ethic of care. In referring to these specific

theÕrists, the message is clear: to change the world through teaching we must care about,

trust, and create the conditions for students to empower themselves. Oakes & Lipton

conclude that the power of relationships between teacher-student and student-stûdent lies

in shaping academrc leaming, intetpersonal leaming, cultural leaming, and leaming about

institutions.

Stanford & Roark (1974) write candidly about the effects relationships have on students

and on education. As pnncìples of teaching, Stanford &Roark focus specifically on

providing relationships and environmental conditions and state that the principles of

teaching include: facilitative relatiÕnships chalacterized by openness and trust, the

teacher be genuine, willing to be human rather than professional, empathetic, and to see

and understand things as students do (p. 8). What Stanford & Roark speak to in this text

is building relationships with students and teaching from a position of care. Tobe

genuine, open, and show trust with students is to build a relationship with them and to be

empathetic is to show some degree of care for students.

Peart & Campbell (1999), in theìr inquiry into students' at risk perceptions of teacher

effectiveness, conclude that interpersonal sktlls and creating positive, caring relationships

were essential to determining how these teachers were perceived by the students at nsk.

That students at risk perceive care and positive relationships as "part of a teacher's job"

underscores the impact these relationships have in students' lives. As seen here with

Peart & Campbell's inquiry, students at risk identify care and posittve relationships as
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traits to effective teaching. It is unlikely that other types of students would identify

different aspects since all students stand to gain thlough experiencing care. It is likely

that all students would agree that care is essential to "good" teaching.

Downing & Vette (1994), in their study into potential dropouts' reasons for staying in

school, concluded that teachers, administrators, counselors, and peers who demonstrated

specific humanìstic qualities and behaviours were instrumental in helping potential

dropouts stay in school. The specific caring behaviours exhibited included listening,

showing respect, being patient, and raislng self-esteem. They funher state that programs

that were successful in keeping students at risk in school provided students with support

in both their academic and personal lives.

Ferriera & Bosworth (2001) in their study concerning adolescent perspectives on

teachers' caring found that teachers have an enormous impact on how students perceive

the philosophy of the school and stated: "Thus, how students perceive their teachers as

caring or non-caring has a direct impact on how students perceive the culture of the

school" (p. 25). They go on to discuss teacher behaviours that foster relationships noting

treating students as individuals, respecting students, listening, and being like a friend as

conducive behaviours to fostering relationships.

Brophy (1998) states that teachers who develop warm, caring relationships with students

are more likely to be successful with those students because in developing warm, cadng

relationships with students the students' immediate need for belonging is met.
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Aronson (1995) notes in her article on effective alternative leaming environments for

students at risk that: "warm, cadng relationships with teachers are a central part of the

altemative school culture" (p. 4) highlighting the premise of relationships as central to a

sense of belonging and feeling connected.

Hootstein (1996) focuses on motivating students at dsk and detetmines that having the

expectation of success may be enough for students at risk to expend effort and thereby

experience success. He fufiher states that teachers can raise students' expectations by

communicating their confidence in the student, by giving the students a sense of control

over their learning, and by encouraging positive self+alk, all of which come from

relationships with the teacher and lrom the teacher showing care. In his conclusion,

Hootstein states: "Teachers must offer genuine care, respect, and encouragement as

preconditrons for stimulating motivation to leam" (p. 99). Here we see the expectation of

care, respect and relationship as influential even on students at rlsk's motivation in that

they have an expectation of the above, and when met, that expectation translates into

increased effofi and success in school.

We communicate our beliefs conceming the value students have through how we treat

them and through how we interact with them. Relationships are essential to human

development. Caring relationships are most often cited as the key to feeling connected,

as if you belong, and are valued. Taking direction from these two ideas of showing care

and building relationships, schools and teachers, then, need to begin to encourage
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increased demonstrations of care in schools. They need to address what Noddings calls

the "crisis of care" by crcating warm, carìng relationships with their students and with

their colleagues. As seen in this literature, school and classroom environments that are

marked by care and positive, supportive relationships are more effective at keeping

students at risk in school and are more effective in improving the academic petfotmance

and motivation of students. Presently, this review of related literature has confirrned the

ideas that students at dsk want to feel connected and like they belong, and confirned that

students at risk \4/ant to feel valued and valuable through relationships and care. Next, we

will see that classroom interactions and environment determine the extent to which

studenrs at risk feel the above.

Classroom Environment & Interactions

Classroom environment and interactions deternine the extent to which students at risk

feel they connect, as if they belong, are valued and valuable, and are carcd aboul

The English Joumal (May, 2001) confirms the push to build community in school and in

classrooms. In their May 2001 edition of twelve featured a¡ticles in this edition, eight

deal specifically with community and its connection, influence, or membership effects on

school and leamìng. One truly feels the pulse and push toward community when one

reads the table of contents. In a quick glance, the word community makes its appearance

in no less than eight titles, and appears often in the context of building a community.
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Sterling (1998) says of building community that, "A sense of community is no longer

something we can tâke for granted. We have to build community; affirrn its value and

membership; and infuse it with the energy, imagination and commitment of the group"

(p. 66) noting the theme of this section: community needs to l:e built, and the extent to

which it is successfully built and felt is determined by classroom interactions and

environment.

Dale (19'72) promoted the idea of building a leaming environment thiúy years ago. Then,

he noted how the leaming environment affects leaming. He states: "Some learning

environments are friendly, suppoltive, optimistic, and energizing. Others are cold,

threatening, pessimistic, and enervating" (p. 24) which gets to the core idea at hand:

classroom environment determines the extent to which students at risk feel, or do not feel,

connected, like they belong, are valued and valuable, and are cared about. Not that

students cânnot learn and feel cared about in the second cold, threatening environment

described above, but based on the research (Aronson, 1995; Kohn, 1998; Manning, 1993;

Slavin, Karweit & Madden, 1989) conceming what is most effective with students at risk

it is unlikely they would thrive in that type of leaming environment. The first

descnption, however, of a classroom where students lelt supported and found things to be

friendly and optimistic ìs more in tune with the current research literature conceming

effective learning environments with students at nsk.

Paul & Colucci (2000) in their chapter on caring pedagogy discuss the impact of care in

the classroom stating that a caring pedagogy can heal students wounded by previous
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experiences of humiliation, and that this same caring pedagogy can create and restore

self-confidence (p. 45). Further to this idea is the idea of the "transfotmative qualities" of

caring relationships and its implications on school reform and what is impoúant in the

classroom. They conclude "What students experience and the emotional memories they

take away with them for the rest of their lives affect their attitudes towards themselves

and others" (p. 47) highlighting the impofiance of cÌassroom environments and

interactions that are positive, suppodive, and grounded in care.

Civikly (1992) describes seâting arrangements and thei¡ impact on students and says that

desks in rows wìth students facing the teacher sends students a specific message, that of

teacher has jurisdiction over the students. Fudhermore, the desk in rows seating

anangement negates interaction among students, so assefis Civikly. Civikly does

acknowledge that desks in rows are necessary for some isolated activities; however, she

suggests altemative seating arangements as more conducive to engaging students in

relationships. These include paired seating, semi-cilcles, and circles where students can

see each other's faces and expressions, thus promoting the idea of familianzafion

between students. This increased interaction helps to build relationshtps between

students and accordingly to build community.

Ginsberg & Wlodkowski (2001) raise the cogent ideals of making education work for

students and canng for the communities from whrch students come (p. 31). In addressing

the fi¡st ideal of making education work for students, the authors write specifically about

establishing inclusion and state: "Establishing inclusion means that all students become
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part of an environment in which they and their teacher are respected by and connected to

one another" (p. 5l). Clearly, these ideals of inclusion, respect and community are

fostered and developed in the classroom. Ginsberg & Wlodkowski concur with the

impact community ìn the classroom can have: "In other words, the classroom or school

possesses agreed-upon norms that create safety, acceptanca, and harmony so that students

and teachers are able to manifest and leam from the dlverse values, perspectives, and

ways of interacting" (p. 5l). In other words, "making education work for students"

means making connections between students and teachers in order to accommodate better

learning, safety, and the relationships that are essential to appropnate human

socialization, all of which are the result of building community.

Brodinsky (1989) points to the impact the classroom learning environment (CLE) has on

students at risk and states that the physical appearance of classrooms affects students'

self-esteem and shapes the minds of students. He lists several ways teachers can alter the

appearance of their classrooms to enhance the self-esteem and mind set of students at

dsk. His list includes the physical alrangement of the room and having students' desks in

a way that no student feels slighted or discriminated against, enlisting student help in

creating classroom displays of student work, and making the room colourful, attractive

and relaxing (p. 67). Brodinsky also offers six different intervention strategies when

working with students at risk, all of which will be discussed in detail in later chapter, one

of which has precedence here, that of school climate and the CLE. He says that the

evidence points to creating positive climate as the best way to keep students at nsk in

school.
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Scheidecker & Freeman (1999) solidify the idea of the CLE and its impact on the extent

to which students at risk feel connected and valued. To them, part of bnnging out the

best in students is ensuring that students have a CLE that challenges them to leam but

that is safe from ridicule and failure. A CLE charactenzed by relationships and care is

surely one that negåtes ridicule and seeks to exchange failure for success.

Brophy (1998) discusses the concept of creating your classroom as a leaming community

noting the effect this has on students: "Students will not respond to your motivational

attempts if they ale fearful, resentful, or otherwise focused on negative emotions. To

create conditlons that favour your motivational efforts, you will need to estabÌish and

maintain your classroom as â leaming community" (p. 2l). The CLE founded in

community negates isolation, fear, and resent, and replaces those with value, sense of

belonging, and caring relationships. The strongel sense of community felt in the

classroom, the morc students feel like they belong and are valued and accepted.

Vacha & Mclaughlin (1992) discovered in their resea¡ch that schools must provide a

more positive school climate and more responsive environment if they intend on reducing

the drop out rate (p. 16). They cite Fine's (1986) research which saìd that many students

who dropout do so because they are encouraged to leave since they are more likely to

question school practices and protest unfair rules as evidence of charactenstics of schools

who are not meeting the needs of students at risk. They fuflher conclude that school
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climate and the CLE are influential factors in pushing students at rjsk to drop out of

school.

Hynds, (1997) an advocate of building community with students at risk, encourages

teachers to consider their classrooms and the messages communicated through the

environment of that classroom. She describes her participant's struggle and process of

makìng changes to the classroom environment in hopes of better meeting the needs of her

students. In her descnptions of Meg's (the teacher participant) expenence, Hynds

describes Meg's struggle with the desks in rows issue. Meg discovered that desks in

rows communicated a message contrary to the one she was striving for: for her classroom

to not look like a classroom. Meg's physical space solution was to arrange the desks in

clusters conducive to students working collaboratively. When students work together

they build relationships and feel connections to their classmates, thus the CLE and its

physical arrangement do influence the extent to which students feel connected, as if they

belong, and are valued.

Lowe & Lowe (1992) discuss meanìngfuì engagement for at nsk readers and determined

that the CLE definitely has implications on the level of engagement. They state that in an

ideal CLE, students would be clustered at tables or desks in order to create community

and maximize interactions. Again, here, interactions amongst students are promoted as

key to effective learning environments for students at risk. Lowe & Lowe go on to say

that this type of environment, one with ample room to move and one that tnvites students

to interâct, is perceived as un-intjmidating and gives students a sense of control. This
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type of CLE, then, is also one that fosters relationships and a sense of belonging through

interactions and dialogue, and sense of being valued through offering students at risk a

sense of control. Physical environment influences the silent yet pervasive messages we

send students about the CLE, and about how they will be treated in school and in our

classrooms.

Stockard (1992), in her research about effective leaming environments, concurs with

previous research noting the significance of the CLE on students when she states:

"Schools and classrooms that enhance achievement appear to be charactelized by high

academic expectations, effective leadership, an orderly atmosphere, and warmth, cÕncern,

and respect for others" (p. 19). Without respect and concem, we cannot communicate

that we value the students and think they are valuable. More specifically, Stockard notes

that students spend the majority of their time in classrooms and that classroom

environments influence student attitudes toward school and their academic achievement.

The CLE has this influence because students connect what happens in a classroom and

how a classroom feels as indicative of the school feeling and how successful they can be

there. She concludes that effective leaming environments, specifically those of the

classroom, maintain a pleasant atmosphere that promotes coherence and positive

relationships among school members, and that effective classroom leaming environments

are those where teachers and students feel positively about their work setting. Clearly

then, without using the samejargon, Stockard has the same findings: classroom leaming

environments dete¡mine the extent to which students feel connected and like they belong
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through the atmosphere of that environment, and through the relationships developed as a

resull ol pelceiving that environment as positive.

Kagan (2001) suggests that recent school shootings like Columbine and Taber are just a

symptom of the larger problem of the breakdown of community and mutual caring. He

suggests that teachers need to include teaching character and community in order for

classrooms to become more cadng, respectful and inclusive places. In essence, Kagan

promotes the idea that school violence is often the result of students feeling displaced and

lsolated, and like they do not belong. His solution to this ploblem is in agreement with

what I am promoting: build a sense of community with students and they feel valued,

valuable, and like they belong. He states: "The best way to prevent school violence js to

replace disparagement with respect, exclusion wìth ìnclusion, and lonely isolation with

collaborative community" (p. 54). Undoubtedly Kagan's prevention model has

implications for the classroom environment. In order to foster inclusion and mutual

respect we must first make steps towards a sense of community marked by respectful

language, inclusive physical arrangement of space and classroom objects, and develop

relationships between students and with the teachers.

McWhifter et al (1998) noted that students ât risk often feel like they are Ìess accepted

and less acceptable than other students. They further note that students who succeed in

school have high expectations of themselves and have a positive sense of belonging to the

school (p. 69). Successful students often have a positive sense of self, which is usually

confirmed in the class¡oom. We know that the CLE can affect the self-esteem of students
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at nsk, and Mcwhirter et al concur. They state that an environment where students are

accepted as who they a1'e and as unique yield positive results. They go on to say that thls

type of environment produces an acceptance and appreciation of differences and an

improvement in the overall self-concept and self-esteem of students at risk. Why is this,

then? The answer is that 1n creating an accepting CLE, students' at risk needs are met.

They feel accepted, like they belong, and like they are valuable people contributing to the

CLE. McWhiner et al. surmize that effective learning environments for students at risk

are characterized by three areas: positive relationships with students and teacher,

acceptance of the students as who they are, and a sense of autonomy.

Jones & Jones (2001) articulate the impact classroom interactjons have on the community

environment and how they influence the CLE when they state: "A considerable body or

research indicates. . . that time spent creating a positive peer group can eliminate much

misbehaviour and can provide a classroom climate that enhances students' achievement"

(p. 122). The above reviewed body of research confirms this assertion. They go on tÕ

say that positive peer relationships, particularly those with students at risk, are an

essential factor in creating community in schools (p. I23).

How teachers set up their classrooms, how they interact with students while in those

classrooms, the feelings students get from other students, the subtle messages sent

through displaying student work on boards and focusìng attention on student interests all

determine the extent to which a classroom becomes a community. A classroom

environment is created by more than physical space. It is created by atmosphere because
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of how people perceive the space, the people in that space, and the type of autholity

found there. If the CLE is set up with the students' success in mind and from a

perspective of care, then this CLE will be conducive to building community with students

ât risk. Feeling valued, valuable, like you belong, and are carcd about are essential to

effective schooling for all students, but particularly so with students at risk-

All of the above leviewed literature confirms the idea that cÌassroom environment and

interactions determine the extent to which students feel like they belong, are accepted,

and like they are cared about. In making students feel this way educators meet more of

students' needs, and so Maslow says, this better sets students up for success jn school that

in tun'ì promotes success in life through self-actualization. If we take the perspective that

school is in essence designed to prepare students for life, then it is also true that the most

fulfilling jobs and neìghbourhoods are charactertzedby safety, care, respect, and

encouragement. Making our classrooms into communities sends a message to students.

The message is that in real life people care about one another, are concerned about the

well being of each other, respect each other, and find value and benefit from feeling like

they belong. Regardless of the prescribed aim of school, we cannot do better than to

teach students about being human; we cannot do better than attempt to meet all of their

needs with kindness and support. Not to resort to analogy as example, but if students are

Iike trees that grow, then when well planted and tended they can weather any stotm.
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Building Community: Stand Alone Texts of Consequenca

Kohn's (1996.t promotion of building community in Beyond Discipline: from

Compliance to Communjtv is persuasive and pervasive. In the introduction to this text

Jones states:

Kohn's altemative is to make the classroom a community where students feel

valued and respected, where care and trust have taken the place of lestrictions and

threats. In this environment, students have a major role in makrng meaningful
decisions about their schooling and in designing educational communities in
which they feel connected to one another and to adults (p. ix).

Note how Kohn's altemative summarized above speaks to feeling connected which is

premise one, feeling valued and respected which is premise two, and about environment

conducive to students feeling these two which is premise three of the proposed

cunjculum intelvention model. In every aspect, from environment determining the

extent to which students experience and feel community through to the idea of needing to

feel valued and valuable, Kobn's ideas are in support of the proposed intervention. Itis

important to note Kohn's notion of discipline here since his book Bevond Discipline:

from Complianca to Communitv (1996) takes aim at discipline in exchange for

community. According to Kohn, discipline would be how teachers deal with

"misbehaviour" or actions deemed as "inappropriate." He says that: "The raison d'etre of

discipline ol class¡oom management is always to secure the children's compliance with

adults' demands" (Kohn, 1996, p. xii). In exchange for children complying with adult

demands, Kohn proposed two questions that take aim at compliance and work to build

community. These are l. What do children need, and 2. How can we meet these needs

(Kohn, 1996, p. xv)?
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Kohn shares similadties with Neill in that both believe in the school fitting the child,

however, Kohn phrases it as addressing the primary question of "what do students need."

One of Kohn's central ideas in Bevond Discipline is how to not get control of the

classroom, which speaks to the power issue, and thus bnngs in Freire. Freire (1970) in

Pedagogv of the Opnressed also created an intervention, and one that focused on power

and oppression. As a way to free the illiterate peasants of Brazil Freire had them begin to

name and explore the inequitable power relationships of their world. Kohn takes a

similar empowerment approach and involves students in making the educational world

and in making the "rules." Although his vision of discipline negates power over children,

it does still assume an authorjty in deaìing with them. Realistically, the classroom will

never be altruistically equitable since we still believe that adults make better choices than

children and accordingly, that adults should be making decisions for children until they

can make "approprìate" choices themselves. What Kohn is suggesting is not a true

balance of power, but instead a shâring Õf that power. In his defense of the need for

community Kohn states: "Virtually any meaningful long-terrn goal we might have for

students requires us to attend to the climate of the school, and specifically, the extent to

which children feel related, as opposed to isolated" (p. 102). The extent to which

students feel connected or related in essential to effective community building, as well as

crucial to changes to any classroom or school wide climate.

Kohn (1996) endolses cefiain prerequisites to building a community, namely that to tum

a classroom of vifiual strangers into a community they need time, need to be relatively

few in number, and they need a teacher who believes in community because they are part
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of one (p. 110). Relationships with adults are, sâys Kohn, the primary strategy to

buildìng community. A second strategy suggested by Kohn to build a community is that

connections among students foìlowed by class wide and school wide activities in order to

strengthen the developing bonds among students and wjth the teacher. The finaì strategy

Kohn suggests is using academic instruction to promote community and connection.

Kohn (1998), in his candid article on the subject of what to look for in a classroom,

argues that we should strive for a classroom and school climate filled with excitement,

that promotes deep understanding, and promotes both social and intellectual growth (p.

277). He pauses, however, to add emphasis that in this type of classroom students are

involved in the decisions, and that teachers work with students instead of doìng things to

them (p. 217). Kohn then lists good signs and possible reasons for concem as per

numerous discussions with teachers and educators conceming what to look for in a

classroom as a gauge of the classroom climate. The list for "good signs" begins with

specifying the physicaÌ space where chairs and tables are arranged to facilitate

interaction, and where the area is perceived as a comfottable place to learn. He also lists

the state of the walls noting that walls covered in student projects, exhibits or signs

created by students, and mementos and infomation about those who spend time in the

room are all "good signs." Of the teacher, Kohn says it is a good sign when they are

workrng with the students and are not easy to find upon first entry because they are

blended with the students, and that teachers' voices are respectful, warm, and are genuine

(p.219). In terms of cÌass discussion good signs are when students address each other by

name noting their relationship with one another, and that students ask questions as often
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as the teacher does noting thei¡ relaxed and suppoÍed nature around the teacher and with

their fellow students. On the other side of Kohn's list, we find "r'easons for concefft."

Before moving on, I want to point out the community nature of all the "good signs" of

what to look for in a "good" classroom. The physical affangement of a "classroom of

concem" involves desks in rows all facing the teacher who is the proprietor of

knowledge. The walls are bare or house lists of applopnate behaviour or rules for

conduct, all of which al'e created by an adult. Only student work that is nearly flawless or

is of top score is drsplayed. The teacher in a "classroom of concem" is usuaìlyup front

and center ensuring student attention is focused on them, and their voice conveys contrcl

and often seems condescending towards students or their work (p. 280). Students engage

in limited discussion and are usually directed for answers or questions from the teacher.

The possible "¡easons for concem" classroom is the antithesis to a class¡oom marked by

community.

Kohn, (1999) in his rail against rewards, points his attention towards how rewards rupture

relationships noting: "At best, rewards do nothing to promote this collaboration [found

when working in a group] or a sense of community. More often, they actually interfere

with these goals" (p. 55). By rewards, Kohn means the "do this and you'll get that"

system often employed in schools (Kohn, 1996, p.32). He points to intnnsic

motivations, meaningful relationships, and student interest in the subjects and materials

as key to dropping the rewards and maintaining the community. He states: "Rewards,

like punishments, can only manipulate someone's actions. They do nothìng to help a

child a kind o¡ canng person" (Kohn, 1996, p. 34). Now, having noted this we must ask
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the question: Can rewards be totally dropped? It is possibìe; however, I suspect that in

becoming a krnd or caring person other types of rewards, albeit mostly intnnsic ones will

emerge. Per-haps the point Kohn ìs making is that it is exactly these types of rewards that

have meaning and are Iastìng as opposed to fleeting action/behaviour odented rewards

which are often drsconnected to the leame¡.

Jones & Jones (2001) in their sixth edrtion of Comptehensive Classroom Management

speak to building community and its impact on classroom environment and management.

In the early pages of this encompassing work, Jones & Jones cite Wayson & Pinnell

(1982) as tracing discipline problems to "dysfunctionaÌ" climate and interyersonal

relationships within the school than to individual behaviour. They then conclude that

staff must work intentionally and systematically to establish communities of support

within classrooms so that students at risk will experience a sense of community and

belonging instead of isolation (p. 12). As evidence of the need for these types of

community like classrooms, the authors indicate relationships as key, noting previous

studies' (Phelan, Davidson, & Cao, 1992) finding that students at dsk desperately long

for adults to show care. This expressed desperâtion, so say Jones & Jones, strongly

suggest the equally desperate need to develop caring, safe, teacher-student relationships

(p. 13).

In support of Maslow's hierarchy of needs, Jones & Jones advancs the idea that all

students leam best when their needs are met, and when they feel accepted, comfortable,

and safe. Subsequently, they advance the idea that by examrning the classroom and
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school environments where students continue to "act out", we can determine which needs

are not being met and go âbout effectively causing change to the benefit of those

students. In the chapter pefiaining to students' psychological needs, beyond Maslow four

theorists' ideas about students needs are presented. These four theorists are more

contemporary than Maslow, and thus arc nôtewofihy. Brendtro et al (1990) promotes

belonging as the primary human need. Coopersmith (1967) says significance,

competence and then power are of primary concem, while Kohn (1993) indicates

collaboration, content and choice as essential. Finally, Glasser (1990) advances love and

power/freedom as basic needs of students (p.47). Each ofthese theorists touches on the

idea of community, connection, belonging, or care in theil own way. Jones & Jones go as

far as saying that: "all four theorists share the belief that for students to have their basic

needs met and thereby function effectively in the school environment, they need to

experience positive relationships with other (significance, belonging, collaboration,

love)" (p. 47). In making specific connections to students at risk, Jones and Jones

advocate interventions of care and substantial changes in classrooms and management.

They cite Turnbaugh (1986) who at the time \ /as the coordinator of the At Risk Research

Prqect of the National Center for Effective Secondary Schools as saying:

We have to face the fact that the condition of being at risk is partially generated
by the school. The problems these kids bring to school are exacerbated by the
way they're treated by the discipline system and the \¡/ays teachers interact with
them. There is also a substantially detrimental effect caused by the lack of
interesting and engaging experiences to which they will be able to respond (p.
s8).

The question then becomes "how do we rectify this situation and improve schooling for

students at risk"? The answer lies in interventions that counter and seek to destrov the
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demeaning and insensitive way students at nsk are often treated at school and to replace

that with an intervention of care, concern, and posìtive environments, such as the one I

am proposing.

Jones & Jones continue by saying the remainder of their book expands on effectiveness

rcsearch jn order to best respond to the needs of students at nsk, and by specìfically

emphasizing creating school and classroom environments that meet five cntena. These

cdteria are: l. create personally supportive and engaging environments (contntwities of

suppod, added emphasis my own), 2. provide diversified instruction that meaningfully

and actively engages students,3. engage students in creating and leaming social roles and

relationships within the school context, 4. utilize problem solving and conflict

managsment as a central theme in dealing with behaviour problems, and 5. teach students

strategies for setting goals and monitoring their own behaviour (p. 60). The proposed

cumiculum interyention model addresses cdteria one in creating personally supportive

environments, criteria three in engaging students in creating and leaming social roles

through relationships, and critena five in helping students to set goals and monitor their

own behaviour. It does not, as it is proposed at least, address are criteria two of providing

diversified instruction that meaningfully engages students or criteria four utilizing

problem solving and conflict management as a central theme in dealing with behaviour

problems. Jones and Jones wrote their book on classroom management while this study

focuses on building community. It is in this difference that cntena 2 and 4 are moot in

context of the proposed cumculum intervention. This intervention c¿r¿sid¿rs classroom

management but is r?o/ a classroom management interyention. The aim is not to change
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student behaviour in te1ms of what is appropriate or inappropriate, but instead to alter that

behaviour is tems of staying in school ol dropping out.

Baker's (1999) study dealing with urban at nsk classrooms and teacher-student

ìnteractions found that student perceptions of a positive classroom environment and of

caring supportive relationships with teachers were related to school satisfaction amongsI

students at risk, and that these feelings emerged as early as grade three (p. 57). Although

Baker's study focuses on elementary school students at nsk, it nevefiheless has

implications for all students at nsk. Baker's study touches on nearly every category of

this literature review. In speaking about isolatiÕn and alienation from school she states

that students at nsk often report feeling alienated and disenfranchised from the school

culture. She goes on to say that the literature on school climate has shown that positive

classroom environments are associated with improved academic achievement and that

teachers' suppoft, friendliness and cooperative classrooms are linked to improved

affective and cognitive changes (p. 58). In her research, she confirms what we know

about belonging and relationships noting that students' perceptions of belonging to

school culture are associated with academic success and well being. She also concludes

that caring relationships with teachers and respectful, cooperative, positive classroom

environments positively affect student behaviour, attitudes, and motivation (p. 59).

Finally, Baker suggests developing a classroom community as an effective and impofiant

intervention for students at nsk.
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The first research question reads "Is building community an effective ìntervention for

students at risk?" The answer is undoubtedly yes, as evidenced by the sumounting

knowledge and insight presented in the texts reviewed. If feeling a sense of community

stems from belonging and acceptance, relationships and care, and is influenced by

classroom interactions and environment, it is clear, then, that educatton should aim to

achieve these by building a sense of community with students at risk. The literature

makes a clear case fo¡ the benefit and necessity of building community, thereby

providing a positive response to the first research question. Yes, building community is

an effective intervention for students at risk because it helps to meet their needs, both

affective and cognitive to some degree, and fills the other voids often cited within a

school context. In the end, students at dsk need to feel a sense of community in order to

be best supported to stay in school.

Given the overwhelming evidence presented here regarding the impact building

community can have on students at risk the question arises: Can we ignore this large

body of research? In my opinion, the answer is we cannot. We must take it upon

ourselves to actively build community for the benefit of our students at risk. A second

question arises: Can we use this information and new understanding to create an

educational setting that is conducive to building community and one that benefits all

students at risk? The answer is yes. By developing an interuention that focuses on

building community to the benefit of students at risk, we can use the research and

information conceming better schooling for students at nsk. Another way to phrase this



might be: What can classroom teachers do to help students at risk stay in school? An

answer is: apply the proposed curiculum intelvention model.
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Chapter 3: Crifical Pedagogy and a New Paradigm: Interface, Currere, Humanistic,

Social Reconstruction

The rationale behind creating a curriculum intervention model that aims to build

community with students at [isk is to help these students stay in school. This curriculum

intervention model (CIM) is an interface model, is cun-iculum as cumere, is humanistic,

and is of a critical paradigm jn that it aims ât socral reconstlxction through care and

community. Each of these aspects will be fully explained throughout this chapter.

Interface Model

The proposed curriculum intervention model (CIM) is an inteface model that can be

implemented into any senior years classroom setting. In essence it interfaces with other

content o¡ skill based curicula. Although teachers are encouraged to implsment the

entire curriculum, for some it may not be necessary if key components already exist. For

example, if a classloom already has estabìished belonging and acceptance, but students

do not yet feel valued and valuable, the teacher would then need to focus specifically on

the strategies and approaches that foster feelings of being valued and valuable. For

simplicity sake, the entire model should be integrated on the pretense that in the majority

of senior years classrooms all of the aspects and premises can be made stronger if they

already exist, and if not, then all need to be implemented. The model has been designed

specifically so that any senior years classroom teacher can use this model to heÌp build

community to the benefit of the students at dsk in therr classes. Having said this, the
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model is based on numelous assumptions, and many of these assumptions then become

premises lor successlul integration.

Assumptions of the Proposed Model:

The first premise on which the proposed cutriculum intervention model (CIM) is founded

is that teachers wânt to help students ât rlsk stay in school and that they are wilhng to

make accommodations within their classrooms that would foster a community

atmosphere. Assuming that the revtewed literature is accurate and that indeed building a

sense of community with students at risk helps keep them in schÕol, then the model is

dependent on teachers who ate not only willing to make accommodations, but who are

willing to make those accommodations for the explicit purpose of building a sense of

community. Teachers who have a disdain toward or dislike of students at risk will not be

successful with this model because it is based in a premise of care in all actions and

behaviours towards students. Without the premier notion of care this intervention likely

will not work. Students at risk operate from the affective domain most often, and the

adage of "you must first reach the heart before you can teach the mind" plays heavily

when approaching students at risk.

The second assumption regarding implementation is that teachers continue to use thìs

CIM until they have established a community, and that they maintain that community.

To simply implement one or two of these premises and think a community will emerge is

foolish, and unrealistic. To build a sense of community is not easy, but to maintain that
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sense of community is even more difficult. Communities often have a family like feel to

them, and families are complex. The community feel of the classroom will also have its

roller coaster nde, with people having falling outs and people needìng additional support

intimesof need. Creating the community is only one aspect of the intervention. Perhaps

more ímportant is maintaining that sense of community and fostenng growth from that

standpoint.

A third assumption is that students at risk want to be cared about and to be part of

something. Based on the ¡esearch literatule, most students at risk indeed want this type

of approach and attention. In some cases, however, thele may be students who are

beyond the scope of this intervention and perhaps beyond being cared about. In these

cases, it is likely this intervention will not be successful since the CIM is based on the

premise of care. All students can benefit from this intervention in that it is notjust

students at risk who crave feeling as if they belong and are paú of a communìty.

The type of teacher needed fol this cumculum intervention model is the fourth

assumption for successful implementation. Teachers who are dedicated to having all

students succeed, even those deemed at nsk, are needed for this model to work. Teachers

who are willing to contnbute more than their time and who are willing to contribute their

energy and emotions are required. A cold and aloof teacher will likely not successfully

use this model. I am fully aware that this model hinges upon some key components of

personality such as someone who is dedicated to success for students at risk, someone

who is willing to make changes to their classroom approaches and practices, and
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someone who can care about students at risk. Most teachers do want to help students to

experience success, and it is for those teachers that this CIM was designed.

The proposed model is designed to interface with other content areas, and is more

accurateÌy an approach to interacting with students. It is a curicuìum about making

people feel certain ways and certain things based on a foundation of care and the

affective domain. It is a curiculum of care and of cunere in that experiencing care and

leaming to care for othels is the joumey of experiencing success in school and hopefully

then success in life.

Curriculum as Cunere

The curiculum as currere model presented here follows that of Pinar and Grumet (1976)

in that they define cunere as stemming from the Latin "curriculum" meaning to run the

coufse:

Thus, currere refers to an existential experience of institutional structures. The
method of curere is a strategy devised to disclose experience, so that we may see

more of it and more clearly. With such seeing can come deep understanding of
the running, and with this, can come deepened agency (as cited in Pinar,
Reynolds, Slattery, & Taubman, 1995, p. 519).

Of consequence fiom Pinar and Grumet's definition is the existential experience and

deepened agency since this CIM is also aimed at social reconstruction, but this aspect

will be addressed shortly. The adoption of existential expenence is notewofihy not in a

traditional existential sense, but rather in a humanistic sense as will be addressed next.
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To exist and to contemplâte ones' existence in terms of fulfillment and potential

fulfillment is to experience the potential of happiness. If we tum again to Maslow and

his hierarchy of human needs we can draw the conclusion that to feel like you belong, are

loved, respected, and are of worth and esteem is also to feel "self-actualized" or as I

would characterize if, cared about and happy. The existential experience of cunere is to

feel and lo experience, and the proposed cumculum intervention model aims at having

students at nsk do and experìence both. To exist and feel unloved, unwanted, and

experience continued lack of success is not to run the course, but to crawl ìt disdainfully.

Currere, as it fits with Pinar, Grumet, and the Latin origin expresses a curriculum of

vibrancy and life. As both Neill (1960) andMaslow (1976) state, theaimof education is

to find joy and happiness. Without feeling cate and a sense of connection to others this

course cannot be fully run and one's potential cannot be fully experienced.

Grumet (1981) went fufiher to sculpt her own definition of cunere as it related directly to

education: "to reveal the ways that histones (both collective and individual) and hopes

suffuse our moments, and to study them through telling our stories of educational

experience" (as cited in Pinar, Reynolds, Stattery, & Taubman, p. 521). Where I draw

connections is in the suffusion of collective and individual histones and hopes as creating

moments of definition in the educational experience. One of the premises of the

curriculum intervention model is that students at risk want to feel like they belong and are

part of something. This premise considers both collective and individual histories as

influencing the hopes and experience of care in a classroom setting. If cunereisas

Grumet characterizes it, in that histories and interactions indeed tint our experiences, then
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it also follows that a CIM that aimed at positive and canng suffusion of expedences

would benefit students. Intheend, a cuniculum of care and currere is possible, and has

high potential to help students at risk to stay in school.

Humanistic Education Orientation

It is hoped that this CIM is humanistic since it has students and their emotional well

being at the core. Other aspects that make this humanistic are its focus on fostering

significant relatronships among students and staffs of schools and communities. In fact,

the aim of the CIM is to develop a community within the class¡oom and within the

school. This aim cannot be achieved without humanistic approaches or without human

interactions. To foster human intelactions in a positive way is to tap into humanistic

qualities.

The Association for Humanistic Education and Development (AffiAD, i982) developed

these tenets for humanistic education. These tenets hold that humamstic education

includes:

a) the development of basic skills needed to function effectively in a complex world;
is b) a humane approach that 'helps students believe in themselves and their potential,

that fosters self respect and respect worthy for the worth and dignity of others, and

that promotes skills in conflict resolution;is c) an approach that deals with issues of
concem to people trying to improve the quality of life - to pursue knowledge, grow,

to love, to find meaning for one's existence'; and includes d) the establishment of a
pafiicular atmosphere for traditional learring - 'a challenging environment, where the

leamer's needs and goals are considered, and where experiences are planned in light
of the unique nature of each child (AIIEAD, 1982 as cited in Robinson, 2000, p. 3).
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Of these tenets the proposed cutriculum intervention model addresses several, namely

that it offers a humane approach to education, works to promote growth, care, and love,

and cedainly takes a pafiìcular envitonment for leanrrng into consideration. The

proposed CIM futher helps to address the uniqueness of every student in that every

student is accepted as who they are. Robinson (2000) describes character education as

humanistic education, and in doing so, he gets to the core of humanistic education and its

connection to the CIM. He states: "More than any other single principle of character

education, the concept of caring for another human being for no other reason than his

existence is central to humanistic thought" (p. 2). Although this CIM is not being

described as character education, if this study were intended for, an American audience, it

would likely fall into a "character education" model as well as humanistic. However, this

CIM is intended fol a unique Canadian perspective where character education is not

apparent as a distinct curriculum.

Further affirrnations of this curriculum intervention model being grounded in the

philosophies and pedagogic orientation of humanistic education are found ìn Maslow's

"Goals and Implications of Humanistic Education" (as cited in Schlosser, 1976).

Maslow, like Neill (1960), believes that the aim of education should be to teach joy and

happiness: "One of the goals of education should be to teach that life is precious. If thele

*"." no joy in life, it would not be woúh living" (p. 136). One of the proponents of the

CIM ìs that by integrating this model into senior years classrooms students at risk will be

more apt to stay in school since they will feel connected, as if they belong, and are valued

and valuable members to that community. This is achieved by, as Maslow would say, a
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different conception of the self. This different conception is further in line with the

approaches and philosophies of humanistic education. Maslow (1976) states: "Among

the many educational consequences generated by the humanistic philosophy of education

is a different conception of the self' (p. 13a). Listed as a consequence here, Noddings

(1984) would ârgue that this consequence of a different conception of the self is long

overdue and that this particular consequence would help to alleviate the "crisis to care" ìn

schools.

Carl Rogers, together with other premier theorists like Maslow, Kohn (1996), and

Noddings (1998), promotes a curiculum based on care and humanism. OfRogers,

Schlosser (1976) says:

Indeed, if there is any one thing most characteristic of humanistic education, as it
has developed in the 1960s and 1970s in America, it is the significance attached

to interpersonal dimension of leaming and teaching. And Carl R. Rogers has

perhaps had the most influential voice on this theme in educational theoly and

practice (p. 261).

As noted in Chapter Two, intetpersonal relationships are essential to building a

community in a classroom or school. In fact, relationships and their implied care are at

the hearl of success fo¡ this CIM. In his article "The Intetpersonal Relationship," Rogers

(1976) discusses one glory of teaching, that of facilitating leaming. In his discussion he

explicitly talks about becoming a community of leamers and that it is this becoming

wherein lays great teaching and learning:

So now, I tum with some relief to an activity, a purpose, which really warns me -
the facilitation of learning. When I have been able to transform a group - and

here I mean all the members of a group, myself included - into a communìty of
Ieanters, then, the excitement has been almost beyond belief (as cited in
Schlosser, 1976, p. 267).
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Rogels, then, tends to charactenze humanistic educatlon and cumcula as that which aims

to build community and strives to develop interpersonal relationships. Rogers suppoús

the ideas of carc and creating a trusting atmosphere as method to attaining a humanistic

classroom where intelpersonal relationships are important and where human potential can

be released (Schlosser, 197 6, p. 262).

In focusing on curriculum design, Omstein (1998) presents numerous styles of

curriculum design including humanistic design. He cttes Rogers' work as key to

humanistic cuniculum design noting that Rogers promotes the idea that "The educators'

task is to set the educâtional environment such that these personal resources can be

tapped. Such an environment encourages genuineness of behaviour, empathy, and

respect for self and others" (Omstein, 1998, p. 256). Omstein's major charactedzation of

humanistic curiculum design is as follows:

This new psychologicaÌ orientation emphasized that human action was much

more than a response to stlmulus, that meaning was much more impoúant than

methods, that the focus of attention should be on the subjective rather than on the

objective nature of human existence, and that there is a relationship between

leanring and feeÌing (p. 255).

Of note rn this characterization of humanistic curiculum design is the focus of attention

on the subjective and the connection between leaming and feeling. It has been argued

that students at risk will be more likely to remain in school if they feel connected to that

school and to the people in that environment. In fact, I have argued that it is the

environment itself that lalgely determines whether these students at risk stay in school or

drop out. A humanistic curiculum design orientation serves to foster these essential
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connections among students and their school environment, thus leading them to feel

connected and pal1 of something and to stay in school.

Transfomative Model

It follows, then, that this curiculum intervention model is also a transformative and not

transmissive model. Schlosser (197 6) describes the transformative mode of teaching as

one that "assumes thât significant change can and does takes places when both the

teacher and the student act as persons rather than merely as role-players toward one

another" (p. 260). This CIM seeks to negate the lole-playing factor that stands in the way

of meaningfuì engagement and building community.

Curriculum as Social Reconstruction

As a social reconstruction model, this cuniculum aims at having students at risk become

empowered through a belief in themselves and through the engagements, suppoús, and

connections needed to stay in school. It also aims at havjng students at risk become

empowered through finding "voice" (Mclaren, 1998; Shor, 1992; Wink, 2000),

"naming" their world (Freire, 1970; Mcl-aren, 1998; Wink,2000) and thus emerging

from the margins of failure (Wink, 2000).

Schools and classrooms likely will never be truly democratic simply because our society

is not democratic. Groups continue to be marginalized, disenfi'anchised, classified, and
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conditioned into a system where they are left without power, or at least feeling that way.

Shor (i992) notes thât: "mass education presents students with undemoct'atic authonty,

passive leaming, depressant tracking, dull texts and standardized testing, bland cumcula,

and shabby facilities in many districts" (p. 135). In antithesis to this characterization of

mass education, Shor (1992) uses Dewey's (1966) vision of democracy in school as a

touchstone, stating: "Deweyan democracy means more than just free access to public

schooling. It means enabling students to stay ìn school and use it both as a personal

development experience and as a force for cultural democracy" (p. 137). The proposed

curriculum intervention model, although not stating it explicitly, implicitly implies a

democratic model in that it demands student pafiicipation via their choice in decision

making and in detemining for themselves whether to remain in school or drop out.

Fufthermore, in line with Deweyan democracy this curriculum intervention model

enables students at nsk to stay in school through buiìding community and feeling a sense

of community. It also aims at fostenng personal experiences that promote social

reconstruction, perhaps in the end serving to promote increased cultural democlacy.

One of the premier ways the intervention model proposes a measure of democracy is

though critical pedagogy and having students find and use voice. In becoming parl of a

community, students feel safe, accepted, and have strong enough relationships to begìn to

question the answers instead of answering the questions (Shor, 1992, p. 137). This

resistance to the traditional mode of schooling and classroom reveals voice, naming, and

anti-marginalization. Mcla¡en (1998) raises the pnmacy of voice in teaching and

learrrìng, noting voice is essential to crìtical and affirming pedagogy (p.220). He furthe¡
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implies that this voice, that which produces and reconstructs meaning in everyday Iife, is

ominously missing from the "accountability schemes, management pedagogies, and

rationalized curricula now floodìng the schools" (Mclaren, 1992, p. 220). The proposed

curiculum intervention model aims at helping students to reclaim that voice by

suppofiing them with caring environments, a sense of value and connection, and safety in

ideas and expression through feeling a sense of community. As previously indicated, it is

hoped that this cumculum intervention model will have broad success in not only

keeping students at nsk 1n school and having them experience success there, but also in

havrng those students then go on to promote broader social change through their success

and hopeful promotion ofcare and community. Mclaren (1998) speaks to this broader

success via the influence of teacher voice, and since this intervention is dependent on

teacher implementation and initiative, Mcl-aren offers added perspective:

The power of teacher voice to shape schooling according to the logic of
emancipatory interests is inextricably related not only to a high degree of self-
understanding, but also to the possibility for teachers tô join together in a
collective voice as part of a social movement dedicated to restructunng the

ideological material conditions both inside and outside of schooling (p.222).

If teachers can encourage this voice in students, and students emancipate their own voice,

then they can begin naming and move out of marginalization.

Freire (1970) is heavily associated with naming since his work with Brazilian peasants

had them dialoguing about and naming their world in order to overcome the oppression

of that society. Wink (2000) describes naming as "when we afiiculate a thought that

traditionally has not been discussed by the minority group nor the majority group.

Namitzg takes place when the nondominant group tells the dominant group exactly what
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the nondominant group thinks and feels about specific social practices" (p. 65). Note

how essential voice is to the naming. If students at risk can begin to name their

experiences and to see their marginalization into less valued classrooms and settings, then

they can begin to emancipate themselves from those classrooms and settings. Feeling as

if part of a community, feeling connected and valued are all part of the supportive

suroundings which are indicatìve of taking the risk to voice, to name, and to overcome

marginalization. Having sâid this, we are aware that history shows that groups can name,

voice and overcome marginalization without support as seen in the specific examples of

Rigoberta Menchu from Guatemala and Augn San Suu Kyi from Burma. These

examples are the exception and not the rule.

To return to critical pedagogy, Wink (2000) says: "Critical pedagogy is a lens that

empowers us to see and to know in new ways...Critical pedagogy leads us from silence

to voice" (p.72). The same way the proposed curriculum interyention model helps to

promote voice through community, it also aims at reconstructing the social milieu

through aiding ìn curbing drop out of students at risk. Once students at risk become

empowered through voice and begin to name their struggle and their obstacles, they can

then emerge from marginalization in schools and in classrooms. By remaining in school

and completing high school students at risk negate an enoÍnous marginalization. They

break a cycle of failure and replace it with one of success. It is this type of cntical

pedagogy, one where students at risk are incÌuded, valued, and offered a chance to "see

and know in new ways" and to emerge from silence, that is desperately needed by the at
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risk population. Through critical pedagogy students ât risk empower themselves and in

doing so they reconstruct society.

In support of a cumculum as currere and social reconstruction model is Bell &

Schniedewind's (1987) article "Reflective Minds/Intentional Heafis: Joining Humanistic

Education and Critical Theory for Liberating Education". They argue the cuffere idea that

"humanistic education assumes people want to leam and can be trusted to pursue their

own leaming if it is what they perceive they need to know" (Bell & Schniedewind, 1987,

p. 56). Pursuing one's own education according to what one perceives as significant

follows a curriculum as cunere model. Where humanistic education also becomes a

model for social reconstruction is in its access of self-understanding and developing

interpersonal skills: "Most humanistic educators believe that with greater self-

understanding and interpersonâl skills, people will change both themselves and society"

(Bell & Schniedewind, p. 57). To change oneself and society is to socially reconstruct

both.

The prompt for creating change to oneself and to society comes from feelings (Bell &

Schniedewind, 1987). They state: "Feelings, when tied to an ability to see social pattems,

become purposefuÌ and can motivate a person toward constructive action" (p. 63). A

cur:iculum built on care is a curriculum of feelings: feeling connected, feeling like you

belong and are paft of something, feeling valuable and of value, feeling like a part of a

community, feeling things for other people in your leaming world. To add a positive spin

to these feelings and generate connections between students and staff is to reconstruct a
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key social environment. To keep students at nsk in school and have them feeling as if

they belong is also to reconstruct a social reality.

When students at nsk remain in school and then prosper in life their socio-economic

situation improves and therefore, the tax base also improves for society etc. Rumberger

(1990, 1991) determined that high school dropouts are unemployed and underemployed

more often, eam between $100 000 - $250 000 less over their lifetimes (as cited in

McWhirter et al., 1998, p. 101). I do not want to focus on economics; however' so much

of the literature begins, as did this study, with economic advantages and drawbacks to

dropping out of school (Downing, Hunter & Vette, 1994; PCEIP, 1999; Query &

Hausafus, 1998; Slavin, Karweit & Madden, 1989). Both the individual student and the

community to which that student belongs benefit when students at risk of dropping out

successfully complete high school.

Other connections between successfully completing high school and social reconstruction

lay in breaking a cycle of failure. Often, students at risk who drop out come from

families where other significant members have also dropped out of school or where there

were fewer opportunities for out of school learning oppoúunities (McWhirter et al' i998).

In the U.S., according to Peny (1988), it costs close to $14 000 to keep a pnsoner in jail

each year, and 627o of all prisoners in the U.S. are high school dropouts (as cited in

McWhirter et al, 1998). To break this cycle is to aid in empowering a community

through having the population begin to empower themselves. We know that high school

dropouts earn less, are more likely to have problems with povefiy and cnme, and tend to
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have lower academic standards for their own children than those who complete school

(McWhirter et al, 1998), and accordingly, to promote high school completion within a

cycle of dropouts is to promote increased economic and social advantages for that

rndividual and that community.

People who successfully complete high school have a higher sense of self esteem and self

worth, and ar-e likely to hold their own children to higher standards like completing high

school (McWhirter et al, 1998; Query & Hausafus, 1998). To reconsÍuct this social

paradigm through simply developing relationships with students at risk and making them

feel connected and of value seems almost too simplistic. It is not. In fact, it is getting

these students at risk through school that is the hard part, and this curriculum intervention

model seeks only to help in this process. As has already been noted, this CIM is not the

solution to keeping students at risk in school, and is only one ìntervention aimed at

making those students feel accepted and welcomed into the school environment so that

they will attempt to successfully complete high school. This cIM alone will not make

students at risk be successful in school. Other supports are needed, such as family suppotl

and encouragement, assistance from teachers and other school stakeholders' being

alcohol and drug dependent free etc., but this CIM will help to keep them in the school

environment thus improving their chances of becoming a high school graduate.

A desired consequence then of the challenge to care in schools and the proposed response

of a CIM that aims at building community with students at risk is the reconstruction of

some of the estesm and thirst to lealn so often lost in the student at risk population A
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further consequence is the success of these students in school. The longer they remain in

school and experience success there, the more likely they are at breaklng a cycle of

dropout. The fewer dropouts we have the greater our larger community becomes, and the

more likely it is that we can encourage and support even more students into staying in,

and completing, high school. Teachers can feel better about their praxis knowing that

they intervened to heJp keep more students in school, and helped those students to

experience success. Students can go on in life knowing they are valued and valuable,

care about and worthy of care, and that they can experience success. Additionally, they

will know how to care about others and make them feel as if part of a community from

having been part of a community. Schools and school boards can state with confidence

that they have intervened to help their student at rìsk population to stay in school and

experience success there. Parents can again feel proud of their children, and in tum

demonstrate more care towards them. In the end, we all benefit from students at risk

remaining in, and completing, high school.
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Chapter 4: Implications of Research and Issues Related to Implementation of an

Intervention

Summary of Research and Curiculum Paradigm

The review of related literatule revealed that building community is not a simplistic task.

Instead, the literature punctuates the multifaceted nature of the notion of community and

community building. The fact that a community must be built underscores this

multiplicìtious nature. As revealed in the literature, relationships and care are at the heart

of any community buildìng effo|t with students at nsk (vide Chapter 2, p. 32). This

precept is fervently suppofied by such theorists as Noddings (1984) who calls for an end

to the "crisis to care in schools" noting the positive and essential naturc of care, and by

Page (2000) who puryorts that relationships are essential to emotional well-belng' Peart

& Campbell (1999) further concluded through their inquiry that warm, caring

relationships were essential traits among teachers who were most effective with students

at risk. Relationships and care are essential because the affective domain for students' at

is what generally guides them through school in terms of feeling isolated or connected to

the environment, and thus in staying in school or dropping out. Mccarty & Siccone

(2001) point to belonging and love, connection and acceptance as essential to students' at

risk success in school or drop out. Mcwhirter et al (1998) support the significant affect

belonging and acceptance have, noting that consistently drop outs repoÍed feeÌing lack of

belonging and that no one cared as reason for their dropping out.
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The literature showed too that classroom envifonment and interactions determine the

extent to which students at risk feel as ìf part of a community (Ginsberg & Wlodkowski,

2001; Paul & Colucci, 2000; Vacha & Mclaughlin, 1992). Brodinsky (1989) states that

the classroom learning environment, how it is set up and what type of interactions

charactenze that environment, affects students' self esteem and their sense of belonging

to that environment. Jones & Jones (2001) concur with this premise concluding that time

spent on building a community and posltive learning environment actually reduces

misbehavioul and promotes student achievement.

Finally, theorists like Kohn (1996, 1998) promote the idea that discipline is only a

problem when you attempt to contlol students, and accordingly suggests that by actively

including students in the decision malang process you eliminate the need for such control

and discipline problems tend to be negligible. He fu¡ther suggests that classroom

interactions and environments that are marked by respect and by positive aspects nuÍure

the best charactelistics in students, thereby lending themselves to building a community.

Jones & Jones (2001) indicate that the environmsnt within a schooi and classroom and

the interactions between people there a¡e essential to fewer issues in schools and to

reducing the drop out rate. They also suppofl intelventions that focus on care and

community since they have determined these to be most effective. McWhifier et al

(1998) promote the idea of fostering significant and enduring relationships as well as

developing self esteem through care and feeling a sense of community.
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Ultimately, it is feeling a sense of community through feeling as if you belong, are

connected, of value and valuable, and feeling worthy of care and receiving care that help

keep students at risk in school. Accordingly, the proposed cumculum inte¡vention model

serves to assist in keeping students at nsk in school through proposing a model by which

teachels can build community within their classrooms and school environments wìth the

explicit aim of helping to keep students at risk in high school through offering them a

sense of community.

The need for a curiculum intervention is clear since the current paradigm of traditional

schooling, one charactedzed by curriculum as subject matter, as planned activities, as

intended learning outcomes, is not working for students at risk (vide Chapter 2

Perspectives on Curriculum as They Relate to Students at Risk, p. 20). In fact, the need

for a new paradigm, one that better serves the interests and needs of students at nsk is

needed. This new paradigm might take on the approach of critical pedagogy since

critical pedagogy often aims at social reconstruction through a curriculum as currere and

experience orientation.

Furlher to the notion of a new paradigm of critical pedagogy is the notion of having

students socially reconstfuct their worlds and realities through becoming empowered

through discovering voice and naming, thus emerging from marginalization (vide

Chapter 3 Curriculum as Social Reconstruction, p. 67).
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Review of Research Questions and Assumptions

To rcview, the research questions and the model are based on four assumptions. The two

¡esearch questions are: f. is building community an effective intervention for students at

r-isk, and 2. what can classroom teachers do to buìld community with students at rlsk and

to what benefit? The four premier assumptions are that: 1. teacheÍs want to help students

at risk stay in school and are willing to make âccommodations within theif classrooms

that would foster a community atmosphere, 2. teachers continue to use the curriculum

intewention model until a community ìs established, and that they maintain that

commumty, 3. students at dsk want to be cared about and want to be paú of a

communrty, and finally 4. the type of teacher needed to successfully implement this

curiculum intervention model is one who is caring, flexible, encourages student success

through enthusiasm and suppoú.

Building community is as effectjve intervention for students at risk because it reaches

their affective domain and meets mofe of their needs not currentiy being met. Building

community does this through giving students at risk a sense of belonging and acceptance,

through making them feel cared about, valued, and valuable, and by giving them

classroom environments and interactions wherein they feel the above and thus feel a

sense of community. Based on the three premises of the CIM, namely that: l. students at

nsk want to feel connected and part of something, 2. students at nsk want to feel valued

and valuable, and 3. classroom environment and interactions greatly influence the extent

to which students at risk feel the above, and thereby pafi if a community, I have designed

the following curriculum tnterventiôn model.
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Prepanng for the Intervention: Teacher, Student, Environment

The first person to prepare is you, the teacher. Building community with students at risk

means you take them into your life, and often into your heart. Oftentimes, this can be a

roller coaster ride of emotions and frustrations. Prepare yourself for the personal to be

political in that not everyone wants students at risk to be successful. In fact, sometimes

you may encounter direct opposition to your intervention in that other teachers or

administrators mrght disagree with this flexibility for students at nsk. Try to prepare

youlself for the Íesponses not to become personal all the time. In other words, recognize

that student outburst that at fiÍst seems directed at you may in fact not be ln opening

yourseÌf up to the challenge of "reaching" students at risk you also open essentiaÌ lines of

communicâtion, and sometimes they may direct an outburst at you unintentionally.

Attempt to see this as evidence of your having established a relationship with that

student. Preparing yourself to overcome youl' own distancing towards certain students is

perhaps the most difficult aspect of preparation. Much of this wilì have to come with

experience in working with these students, but some of it can happen on your own. Starl

by thinking about your own classroom and school experiences that were positive and

influential. Make a list of the feefings you had, their causes, and any analysis you can do

to those connections. Brainstorm ways you can create those feelings and expedences in

your classroom.

Know now that generally if students at risk show up to school it means they really do

want to be there. Yes, some students are mandated to school by the law or other such
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authorities, but this is Iikely not the norn. See their attendance, sketchy or not' late or

not, as a commitment from the student to your class and to school. Recognize this

commitment often. In my own classroom I often comment on a late and thank them for

coming: "Shamus, I notice that you're forty minutes late, but thank you very much for

choosing to come." The aim of this model and its approach is not to alter their tardy

behaviour, but instead to help them feel welcome and keep them in school. I am of the

mindset that I would rather have the student in my class, late or not, than have them think

they are past an arbitrary time and cannot cottte lo class.

Prepare yourself for out bursts, sometimes negative ones, from these students One of the

things the litelature says about students at risk, especially high risk ones, is that they do

not have the same impulse control or level of interpersonal skills that other students have

(McWhirler et al, 1998). Your choice to understand this out burst and accapt it as pafl of

the student is a step toward making that student feel like she belongs and is accepted.

The literatute also says that if we build community with these students and meet morc of

their needs, then these out bursts should diminish (Korinek et al, 1999, p. 3).

Finally, prepare yourself to show care and be flexible. There is no cookbook with step

by step recipes for best dealing with students at rlsk. They are people and not outcomes.

Be flexible in how you deal with them and in the things you plan on doing with your

students and you will have success at making them feel as if they belong and are valued

in your community.
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Next, you will need to prepare your students for this intervention. Here, I suggest

honesty and open discussion. Try explaining to students that you arc trying somethlng

new that you hope they wiÌl pafticipate. Also try explaining why you are using this, and

what it offers them. One might want to be honest here, and try framing things in the

positive, saying things like it is your aim to help keep as many of them in school as

possible, and that it is important for you to take nsks and try to build a community with

them. Each teacher.will have to "feel out" their class of students to best determine for

themselves how to approach prcpanng their students, but if my experience is guide then

honesty seems to be one of those essential bridges to trusting my students and visa versa.

Finally, teachers will need to prepare the environments in which they interact with

students. Primarily this will mean the classroom or class space. As the literature

revealed, space that is inviting, warm, and respectful is best (Brodinsky, 1989). Desks in

rows tend to communicate messages of power and authority as well as messages of

status. Those who sit near the teacher are "pets" and smart, while those who sit away are

"dumb" or uninterested. For this reason I suggest desks or tables in groups' u shapes' or

in a circle. Seeing people's faces and speaking to them insteadof atthebackof their

heads helps to build a community. The basic premises of setting up an environment

should be familiarity, inclusion, and respect. A simple smile from someone you do not

know can mean the difference between feeling isolated and feeling included. The aim of

this inte¡vention is to help students at risk feel a sense of community.
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Beyond seating arrangements, the environment should be respectful and a celebration of

success and ability. Post student work, all of it, notjust the exemplary pieces. Change

the look of the space to reflect the students' ownership of that space Let them decide

where to hang items, whel'e to hand work in, post announcements, what style to give the

space. To help them feel of value and capable of meaningfully contnbuting you must

offer them opportunities to take ownership of their choices and space. Point out their

ability to shape and influence and environment. Being part of the space secondment

process is one of the ways we càn prepare students to participate in the building

community process and ¡ntervenljon.

Modes of Democracy: Façade or Possibility?

This curriculum intervention model depends on a level of democracy being established

within a school environment. Now, the issue of democracy and its realìty in a school

setting has already been briefly addlessed (vide Chapter 3, Curiculum as Social

Reconstruction, p. 71). If true democracy does not existin life and society at present,

then it is implausible that it should then exist in a classroom environment. What can

exist, however, is a modicum of democracy employed through exercising choice over

determining the course one will follow, plan, and carry through. A reality of democracy

in schools in that if something goes wrong, then students ultimately will look to the

leacher as authorìty figure to fix it. I doubt this will ever change. Even A.S. NeiìI,

founder of Summerhill School where children were free in almost all capacities,

acknowledges this truism (Neill, 1960). A modicum of democracy in class¡ooms and
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schools is a beginning point for the process of encouraging further democlacy in society

and life.

Having established the distinction between ultimate and possible democracy in schools,

we can now move on to discuss ways this mode of democracy can find its way into

classrooms, particularly as implied through this curiculum intervention model.

Democracy as employed in this inte¡vention arises from student choice: choice in

involvement, choice in participation, choice in creating the environment, choice ìn

interactions etc. Democracy is also established through an attempt at a power balance

between students and teachers. Instead ofbeing authontative andissuìng decrees ofwhat

is appropriate or tolerated, teachers should lnstead opt to have students involved in

decisions, in negotrating how the class will run and appear, and in having power over

themselves and their own choices.

What should be clear by now ís how essential the teacher is to this intervention. The

teacher sets the tone, stage, and mediates the success or failure of implementing the

interyention curiculum. Their flexibility, their determination to alter their class and

envitonments in ways needed by their students, their utilization of a foundation of care in

every action and behaviouÍ determines the success or failure of this ìntervention. A "half

hearled" approach to this intervention negates success. What students at nsk need are

flexible, comprehensive interventions that meet both their affective and cognitive needs.

The literature has shown (vide Chapter 2) that one way to better meet those needs is

through building community.
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Chapter 5: A Proposed Curriculum Intervention Model (CIM) for Building
CommunitY with Students at Risk

This proposed curriculum intervention model aims at keeping students at risk in school

through building community. Since building community has been established as an

effective intervention fof students at risk (Chapter 2) because of its ability to make them

feel connected, part of something, valued, valuable, and cared about thfough sìgnificant

relationships, using community building as an intervention serves to benefit students at

nsk. Classroom teachers, then, can use this intervention and Its premises and strategies to

build community with their students at r¡sk with the understood benefit of keeping

students at risk in school.

Aims of the Curriculum Intervention Model (CIM)

The aim of the cIM is to help keep students at nsk in school through giving them a sense

of community and connection to a classfoom and school culture. Another hope is that

through the community, these students at risk will experience success and positive school

experiences, also aiding in helping to keep them in school. A further aim ls to shape

students' lives through reconstructing their school and social paradìgms by ending a cycle

of drop out, incr.easing their self esteem and perceived self wo¡th through positive school

experiences, and finally through having these students become empowered and emerge

from the margins of failure into the gifih of future success. It is hoped that these aims are

possible through this intervention and through the relationships that will likely emerge

because of the model's implementation
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The curriculum orientations on which this model are based are cuÍefe, humanistlc

education, and a cuniculum as social rsconstruction. The actual curriculum being

proposed is cuniculum as curere of experìencing care and community. Individual

,Joumeys,, ar.e intricate, multifaceted, and dynamic. They often have no set beginning or

end, as is the intention with this curriculum as currere of experiencing carc and

community. The journey of experiencing care and community, indeed in building and

maintaining a community, should have no defìnitive beginning or especially an end. The

section conceming the delinition of cuniculum in chapter 2 noted the disparate pulposes

between this cuniculum aS cunere of experiencing care and community and cunìcula as

subject mattef or intended leaming outcomes etc. A purpose of this curdculum is to

connect students with one another, with teachers, with the learning environment; to help

them see they a1.e of vaÌue, have impoÍant contributions, and are worthy of care. when

students experience the joumey to care and community, that experience also characterizes

the mutual undelstanding of what it means to feel as is part of a community The

autobiographies, both in self and as group, comprise the cunerc of this curriculum. It

aims at building a community with students at risk to keep them in school with the

benefit of having them succassfully graduate from high or senior years school and

experience success in school.
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The Three Premises: The Upward Spiral as a Model

The Upward Spiral Model follows on p. 89.

The proposed cuniculum intervention model is based on three premises, also on which

are based all the strategies, ideas, and the proposed intervention. These premises are:

1. Students at flsk want to feel connected and part of something.

2. Students ât risk want to feel valued and valuable.

3. Classroom environment and interactions greatly influence the extent to which

students at risk feel the above and thereby feel part of a community.

These premises ar.e integrated into the cun'iculum through the key concapts revealed in

the review of related literature (vide Appendix A). As such, there will not be specific

sections on "helping students at r-isk to feel valued and valuable." These premises and

how teachers would access them al'e not so isolated and distinct from one another'

Instead, the premises, as well as the strategies to "access" them are fluid, entwined, and

sometimes dependent on other elements for success. Other elements may include aspects

like relaxed atmosphere to encoulage belonging or developing trust before

communicating value etc. one of the implied tenants of this model is that of accepting

students at risk where they are in terms of development, kindness, and ability to care.

Accepting these stages and those students also means selecting that stage as a beginning

point for building communìty.
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The model works through the processes of experiencing care and community through

classroom teachers working together with their students to build community. The

Upward Spiral (vide p. 89) illustrates the model in action Like a moebius stnp, this

model as a currjculum as cur€re has no definitive beginning or end. Feeling a sense of

community likewise should have no definitive beginning or end. Yes, we may be abJe to

character.ze a time when we began to feel connected or isolated from a group, however

usually this is not a definitive moment. Notice that the Upward Spiral does not have

downward aüows. This is simply because it does not need them The spiral

continuously moves upward and strives to repeat itself. Once a sense of community is

established it is then maintâined and hoped to spread. It is possible that the spiral grows

in girth instead of by length. Icannot say for certain because like one of the teacher traits

needed in this model, it too is flexible. Precisely how this model will be integrated, or

precisely what it will Iook like once in place is not for me to determine. Ultimately' it is

the teacher as curriculum implementer who will decide what, and how, thìs intervention

will finally appear. Also, as a model of curriculum as currere the students' experiences

will equally shape the visage the model and intervention will take. I propose the guide

rope, and not the cookbook step by step recipe to success wìth students at fisk

The Upward Spiral has a foundation of care. This means that care needs to be behind all

motivations, actions, dialogues, interactions, and dynamics with students at risk. Even

when we are upset, we can still demonstrate and communicate care lnterlaced with this

foundation of care are acceptance, sense of value, connection, and belonging all se ing

to build a sense of community. The relationships between and among students, staff,
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teachers, and space thread together the above elements that make up a sense of

community. The relationships too then would all be characterized by care. Finally, all of

these actions and this intervention happen in a background of other content or skill based

curricula such as Consumer Mathematics or English Technical Communications etc.

This intervention can be used in any senior years classroom, and is not limited to the

academic subjects.
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The Proposed Curriculum Intervention Model

Refer to Appendix A (p. 111) for a visual representation ofhow the three premìses are

integrated ìnto the following activities as well as how the literature supports these

actìvities and theìr aim of building community.

In the interest of convenìence and developing a visual conception ofthe curiculum

intervention model, a representation of the model and accompanfng explanatìons

precede the model itself. It is hoped that thrs precession will ease in digesting ways the

curriculum interventìon model might be used and implemented' Furthermore, it is also

hoped that this representation might serve as a reference for teachers employing this

curriculum intervention.
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The Curriculum Interwention Model: Accompanying Explanations

The Concept: Steps with in a Surrounding "Prenùse" Step

The surrounding premise step takes into account the essentials ofbuilding a sense of

community; namely those ofcare and relationships, belongìng and acceptance, value, and

classroom interactions and environment detennining the extent to which students feel a

sense of community. Note that each essential is both separate and yet works together to

create this sense of community.

The suruounding premise step encompasses the rest of the model. Teachers should

consider these six elements as they pursue the joumey towards building a sense of

comrnunity with their students. Having understood these essential elements and how

these work to build a sense of community, teachers then might begin the joumey of using

the intemal steps. Beginning by an understanding of critical pedagogy and this model's

aim of social reconstruction, teachers might consider their own experiences and joumeys

in school and within communities. These experiences might help teachers to make

choices regarding democracy and including students in meaningful ways within their own

classrooms. Teachers then might begin to think about preparing themselves to show care

in every action and interaction with students. Finally, teachers should revise or consider

the physical setup oftheir classroom or space, taking into account that this space speaks a

language of its own. Teachers might want to think about the message their classroom

setup has, and how this might be made more suitable to building a sense of community.
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Next, teachers might want to talk with their students about their "aim" of building a sense

of community and its potential benehts. Include students in the plaDning ofactivities and

in the act of building the community. Sarnple activities have been listed in the

representation and these are lully explained in the complete model to follow on pp. 94-

100. Having built the community, teachers should then work to maintain that sense of

community. Again, complete activities have been included in the complete model to

fo11ow. Highlights of this include posting student work as illustration of their success,

including students in the planning or class activities and course ofstudy etc.

Fìnally, although beyond the scope ofthe proposed intervention, teachers might want to

have students reflect on the community. It is hoped that through this reflection students

will make the con¡ection with promoting fufher anÜor additional senses of community

within their own communities. Other activitìes that help to bring closure to the

"classroom community" include creating a mernory book that highlights memories,

activities, and people who comprised the community

This curriculum intervention model has been represented by steps not because each must

be completed before the next can be taken, rather instead because steps best communicate

the notion of a community being "built." Indeed, we must take steps towards building

community and yes, this likely will happen in stages. Also like steps, one can take them

two at a time if necessary, and even skip some. Although this is not recommended,

teachers will decide for themselves and with their students where to begin with building

community.
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The complete curriculum intervention that follows is comprised of adaptable and

alterable strategies that suggest and illuminate the types of activitìes classroonr teachers

can use to build community in their classrooms and schools. To reiterate, this is ttot a

recipe to success or a "how to" ntanual.Il.is a guide to be followed and used as each

teacher sees fit. Teachers know their students best, and can adapt these ideas and

strategies to best fit and beneht their students at risk.

Building Conlmunity: First Week and Evervdav

1. Greet your students at the door (Jones & Jones, 2001, p. 93).

o Give them your full attention. Smile at them, introduce yourself, and

invite them into the space and to feel free to be seated or stand

anlrvhere they would 1ìke. Be enthusiastic about a1l interactions with
them. Welcome them fo their class.

2. Memorize students' names.
o Use memory tncks like talking to each person for a minute to gather

information about them. Associate the student with a rhyming word or
distinguishing feature. Have students fold a piece ofpaper vertically
and then write their name (the one they wish to be called) on it' Go
around and say hello to each student and welcome them, tell them each

about what is to come and be sure to use their names. Use students'

names in a meaningful way immediately.

' A teacher might explain the significance ofhaving a
name and being called by that name in connection to a
personal story of their own. Teachers might also

explain that it is essential that everyone leam each

other's names soon so that you no longer say 'excuse

me' to someone when you could say 'Excuse me
Rupinder'. Once the teacher has names memorized,
they might want to show the students that they have

leamed their names by placing their name cards in front
of the students when they arrive. If a teacher stumbles
on a name, it shows the rest of the class that it ìs
acceptable to have flaws. With these actions students
notice the genuiness of the teacher's actìons in wanting
to know them as people, and their names.
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3. Talk to and with students, not at them.
o The course outline may be set, but first impressions last Take some

lime and introduce yourself, in a meaningful way, to your students.

Focus on the positive experiences coming up in the class. Sl.rare

storìes ofthe sumrner, of trips, ofpets etc. Be relaxed. Encourage
parlicipation. Have a dialogue with students you already know so that

new students can see that you are approachable and safe to speak to.

o Take an interest in what your students are interested in as this is part of
talking with students. Teachers might want to consider listening
closely to their students' conversations with füends to catch a glimpse

of what students perceive as valuable and worthy of discussion.

4. Get to know your students (Jones & Jones, 2001; Secada, 1999).

o Create a "Stuff my teacher wants to know about me" inforrnation
gathering sheet. Points might include bifhday, age, lavorite activity
outside ofschool, best movie and why, siblings in school, what they
like/hate about school, 3 things they do superbly, one life dream

unfulfilled to date etc.

o Play "The Silly Questìon" game where you ask your students "If you
could be a fiuit or a vegetable, animal, country etc, what would you be

and why?" This question can become a 'right ofpassage' in classes.

Answers may vary, but in the end, students may feel a sort of
connection having been part of the silliress.

' Teachers may make a point of asking all new people

who come to their community to answer the silly
question, includirg visitors for the day and guest

speakers. This action helps to solidify the community
feel of the question.

o Stand up and be counted. Have a list of safe and moderately safe

questions ready. Explain to students that if the statement applies to

them they should stand up. Statements can be things like: I have a pet,

I have travelled outside of North America, I have recently lost
someone close to me, I play an instrument etc.

. After each statement talk to students standing. Try to
draw details and stories from them. In essence, get to
know your students. This also offers students a chance

to get to know one another as well as creating bonds

between people with similar interests or experiences.

The moderately safe questions should be addressed

with caution. Some students may choose not to
participate, and that is their right. Encourage them, but
always have the student decide for him or herself.
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5. Have students get to know each other (Jones & Jones,2001; Page,2000; Konnek et al,

1999, p.4).
o Know Your Classmates (Jones & Jones, 2001, p. 133) is a strategy run

like a bingo where students have a chart or list or board with
statements on it such as "I have a great grand parent ìn the province"
ot'"A person whose birthday js in the same mônth as yours" etc. The

aim is to collect the names and signaturcs of people who fit the

descri ption.

o Guess Who? (Jones & Jones,2001, p. 136) works well in senior years

classes and it allows students a chance to reacquaint themselves with
their peers. Students write a few statements about themselves like "I
was bom in Ottawa and have moved many times in my life" or "In
grade six I won the goofiest hair award" etc. The teacher collects all
the autobioglaphy statements and reads them aloud or posts them and

students guess who the autobiography belongs to This activity could
also be adapted to be preceded by interviews of classmates over a

week or so and then play the guess who part.

o Like/Unlike pair up and talk. Ask students to find someone in class

with the same/similar shoes, hair, style, height etc and to talk tÕ that

student for a few minutes.
. Consider lepeating this daily for a while and include

times where they should find their complete opposite in
style, height, social group etc. Have students focus on

getting to know each other a little, and perhaps talking
directly about the like or unlike quality itself. An aim is

to have these students who are alike or unalike discover
what they have in common. Not only will students

have the oppotunity to get to know everyone in the

class, they will possibly also realize that bonds through
commonalities can exist with someone seemingly their
opposite.

6. Set a tone of shared power and responsibility (Kohn, 1996; Ginsberg & Wlodkowski,
2000).

o Negotiate a Charter of Rights and Amended Privileges. Have an open

and diverse discussion about the differences between rights and

privileges. Discuss with students the realities with these rights and

pnvileges in terms of a school context or life context etc. Have

students work together or individually to create a list of nghts they
have. Do the same for privileges. List all the student suggestions on

the board, overhead, etc. Irave no right or privilege out. Try to have

them create an exhaustive list. Introduce negotiating to them Have
students attempt to deterrmne the basic principles of negotiations, and

make the connection between these pnnciples and successful
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negotiations. Then, begin negotiating rights and privileges with your
students. Be honest about why or why not a pnvilege can or caffìot
exist.

. Teachers might consider doing this activity during the

first week of school. An approach would be to speak

with students at length about their rights as human
beings, and ask them to consider their rights as students

as well. Have them elect a student to be the official
recorder and have that student write down the charter
with specihc points about what was decìded as a right
and privilege. Teachers might also consider negotiating
the monitoring of the privileges in terms of abuse and

consequences for breaking the negotiated guidelines.

Type the charter and put it in its own designated folder.
Have students sign it thereby agreeing to the privileges
since the rights are non negotiable, and place the charter
in a designated spot where it can be easily referenced
when the need arises.

7. Be available to your students (Pealt & Campbell, 1999).

o Give them your schedule and 1et them know where you can be found

and how they sl-rould reach you. Advise them that you are there to help

and are available for that purpose.

8. Speak about the community (Kohrr, 1996).

o Semantics play a role in building community. Refer to the class and

group as a "we" and "our" community, class, proj ect etc. All the

property in the class also becomes an "ours." Consider refening to
objects and space as "ours" as this lets students know that all
classroom property is theirs. If they ask to borrow your scissors,

explain that the scissors belong to the community and they are entitled
to use them anfime.

9. Develop Relationships; Tell stories, share stories (Page,2000; Rogers & Renard,

r99e).
o Begin, end, or break class to tell stories ofyour own life and invite

students to share in the story telling. Focus on accomplishments, even

strall ones, and something positive in life. Teachers can use this as an

opportunity to really get to know their students, their interests, and

about their lives. Likewise, this time can be used to tell them about
what you do and what you are interested in.

' Teachers might consider making a point of sculpting
this time as essential to everyday class since it is
essential to making students feel like they belong and

are valued. Students begin to volunteer stories and they
chose the content. Sometimes, though, some tough
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issues come out, but this gives the community an

opporrunity to show their suppon or opinion.

10. Celebrate accomplishments or "big deals" (Jones & Jones, 2001; Schoenlein, 2001).

o Senior years students often get drivers licenses, cars, jobs, friends,

partners (girl or boyfriends), vacations, awards, babies, quite smoking,

curb their drug use etc. Celebrate these accomplishments and share the

good feelings. Tell the stories ofhow these were accomplished, and

express your pride in those sludents.

Maintaininq a Comnrunitv: Evervdav and Special Events

1 . Continue with what works frorn building the community
o Continue to tell stories, greet students at the door, use their names in

rneaningful ways, focus on lheir accomplishments, talk to them, leam

about their lives, be available etc.

2. Post student work (Brodinsky, 1989; Jones & Jones, 2001).
o Have space in the environment, and outside of the class space, to post

student work. Post something from everyone often' Point out this

success. Lrvite students to come and peruse the work as evidence of
their capabilities and success together.

3. Take pictures of studerfs working, playing, laughing, and together as a group

(Schoenlein,200l).
o Teachers can communicate value and importance through not only the

action oftaking students' pictures, but also by sharing those photos.

Pass them around, talk about your memories of the daylimage, post the

pictures and invìte students to come and look and tell their stories of
the image.

4. Develop nicknames for members of the community.
o Nicknames offer a sense of being special to the community. ln a

flexible (and casual) environment nicknames often emerge on their
own.

5. Include students in the planning ofclass activities and course of study (Kohn, 1998, p.

252-270; McWhifer et a1, 1998, p. 69; Rogers & Renard, 1999, p.37).
o Where possible, include students in these processes. Their inclusion in

these choices and decisions helps to ensure their participation and

eventual success. It also helps to give them a sense ofcontrol over

their schoolirg.
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6. Tal<e your community into the community (Manitoba Education, Training and Youth,

2001, p. 8.10).
o Plan out ofthe school fieldtrips. These fieldtrips build community in

offering students a special occasion to bond and to develop

relationships. Furlhermore, students at risk enjoy these opportunities

to be tlusted outside ofschool, to be respected enough to choose a

fieldtrip, and enjoy being out ofschool for a day.

J. Create opportunities for students to plan something specìal and become a cohesive

group (Jones & Jones,2001, p. 135).
o Celebrate special dates and events with a "party" or luncheon, or

perspective trip. For example, if students suggest making popcom for
the class film, then have them organize this. Additionally, if studying a

novel, then propose an end of the book "coffee house" talk where

students can discuss the text and snack etc. Let the studerts be

responsible for planning and following through

8. Broadcast and broaden your success and community (Kohn, 1996)

o lnvite guests to visit or joìn your community. Have events or occasions

or classes where students bring friends to class etc. Tell the stories of
your community and successes.

o Publish your work, pictures, projects etc. Fìnd space to post these so

the entire school can be involved in your community building. Create

a community bulletin or "zine" where students can profile their
accornplishments and write about their memories from the community

o Plan school wide activities that include your community and promote

community on a school wide level (Kohn, 1996,p. \14)

This final section is really beyond the intervention, but is still significant to promoting

further community building and social reconstruction. It is recomrnended that teachers

utilize these ideas; however, they are beyond the prinary intefl,/ention of builditry

community. They are, nonetheless, worthy ofnote here and use in classrooms as

promotion of community propagates the Upward Spiral.
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Reflectinq on the Communìt),: Promotion of Future Communitlr

1. Create a community memory book.
o Use the pictures, projects, writing, and narratives to create a book ol

poster oï website of the memories members have of your community.

2. Reflect on community and membership (Ginsberg & Wlodkowski, 2000, p. 60).

o Interpretive commumty maps (Ginsberg & Wlodkowski, 2000, p. 60)

can be utilized in many ways. Have students create a map that

represents theìr community, its influences, accomplishment, bumps

along the way, key features, factors in its success, how each m.ember

fits in, and their future etc.

o Circle of friends. Have students sit in a circle and go around and say

something nice, positive, or thanks to evsryone, or three members etc.

The teacher too should participate.

o File folder feedback. Students create a file folder with their name on it
and paper inside. This folder is passed around the class in two minute
intervals during which students write a private message to the owner

thanking them, noting something that person does well, or something

else positive about knowing that person. This js done anonyrnously,

unless students choose otherwise, and in the event a student has

nothing positive to say they write nothing.

3. Plan for continued contact with community members; Continue the relationships.

o Create an emaìI, address and phone list and distribute this to

community rnembers.

o Set dates for a reunion of soÍs. Plan times to communicate.

4. Encourage community members to join other communitìes and foster a sense of
community withìn their own community.

o Introduce students to community service organizations, social activism
groups, volurfeer opportunities etc.

Questions Arising from the Cuniculum Intervention Model

l. ll¡hat is "pushed out" in tenns of content ot cufficula in order b rtt this

currict unt in? Ideally, the answer is riothing, however, that response seems

rurealistic since the class time and school year is not limitless, and is instead
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limited. This model should not interfere with core content or skills. Instead, it

interfaces with core content and skills. Indeed, the interventiotl will use valuable

class time, but the benehts of ernploying this inter¿ention arguably outweigh the

losses in content or skills. In fact, one could argue that for students at risk this

interuention may make the dìfference between obtaining content and skills or not

because this intervention serves to meet rrrore of their needs. Furthermore, with

more oftheir needs met these students at risk are less likely to have outbursts and

exhibit behaviours that often impede wìth class leaming time.

Some of tltese aclivities, particulürly the reJlectirtg on conlnutùty ones, seem to

ltave a language arts or discussion focus. How then can tlùs nrcdel interface with

other core subject areas like science, ntath, physical education etc? AII subjec|

areas are based in language for their communication and instructional mode.

Language, then, and accordingly language arts foci, are essential to all subject

areas and curricula. This is not an exclusive language arls curriculum; in fact, it

does little more than borrow some strategies arld approaches often characterized

as "good practice" by language arts specialists. Furthermore, the prirnary mode of

communication between humans is language. Thus, the simplest way to

communicate care, belonging, acceptance etc. is to begin with language as

communication, both verbal, body, and behaviour.

Wat is a teacher to do if a student or students choose not to participate in

building the conmtunitTt? The students themselves ultinately determine the extent
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to which they feel part of the community, and if a student(s) chooses to be outsrde

the community then that is likely the outcome. They likely will feel some

measure of community, perhaps being known as "the one who does not

participate" but this in itself implies they have a place within the community and

are a member. The best course of action fo¡ a teacher in this scenario is to remain

positrve, supportive, and enthusiastic about the community and its benefits.

Perhaps the continued support is exactly what the student(s) needs in order to be

convinced that they too want to be members of the community.

4. Can this ntodel work without a leaclrcr wllo Ins a " strong" persornlily, capable

enough ro interface dtLal currícula, include students itt nteanirtgful wavs and

capacities etc? Yes and no. Yes, any teacher interested in helping students at

risk experìence more success and wanting them to stay in school can have success

with this model. Their desire to help is often enough to drive the model through

to success. Furthemore, students at risk need canng adult and teacher

personalities, and not necessadly "strong" ones. The notion of having a "strong"

personality is nearly irrelevant when paralleled to care. So, in essence, any

teacher can use thls intervention even though they may or may not have a

"strong" personality. Having said this, the answer is also no. Teachers who are not

"strong" enough to dedicate themselves to the task of building a community will

not have success with this intervention. As has been previously noted in Chapter

4, successful implementation is dependant on the type of teacher and some

assumptions regarding their commitment to students at risk. These assumptions
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also influence the ellicacy of the model. Some theonsts, primarily Kohn (1996),

argue that a teachel cannot know how to build community unless they themselves

are paÍ of one, Presumably, teachers are not solitary in a school, and thus, know

somewhat of being pafi of â community. This ìs a drastic example. The model

assumes that the teachers know something ofbeing part of a community in

various contexts and accordingly are capable of then building community in their

classes.
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Chapter 6: Summary, Conclusions, and Recommendations

This study has examined the efficacy of buìlding community as an intervention with

students at risk. As an intervention it proposes to help keep students at risk in school,

helps to have those students become empovr'ered through critical pedagogy, helps to

encourage success in school through feelings of community, and proposes a higher

quality of experiences in school via feeling a sense of conrmunity. By answering the

research question "is buildìng community an effective interuention for helping to keep

students at nsk in school?", this study has concluded that indeed, building community ìs

an efficacious intervention since ìt ser¡¿es to meet more of students' at risk needs. As an

interventìon model, building communìty meets more of students' at risk needs because it

makes them feel connected and paÍ of something, valued and valuable, and helps to

show them care through essential and signihcant relationships in a classroom and school

context. Additionally, this study asked the research question "what can classroom

teachers do to build community in their classrooms to the benefit ofstudents at risk?" In

response, this study has proposed a curriculum interue¡.tion model that aims at building

community to the benefit of students at risk. Specihcally, it aims at helping to keep

students at risk in school through giving them a sense ofconnection, belonging,

acceptance, empowerment, respect, a modicum of democracy and "control" over their

own leaming, and employs care and caring as integral aspects to achieving the above, and

thus, achieving a sense of community.
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The data for this study came from the extensive, albeìt not exhaustive, review or recent

related literature. I read, reviewed, and categorized the literature into five areas. These

were: 1. perspectives on cuniculum as they related to students at risk, 2. belonging and

acceptance, 3. relationships and care, 4. classroom interactions and enviroment

detennine the extent to which students at risk feel the above, and therefore, part ofa

community, and finally 5. stand alone texts ofconsequence. Since this study ploposes a

theoretical construct for building community with students at risk, and a construct based

on a review ofrelated literature, it cannot be characterized as eìther qualitative or

quantitative research. It can, however, be characterized as integrative inquiry since it has

"an emphasis on integratirg diverse material into a parlicular conceptual framework so

that some new perspectìr'es or relationships are introduced" (Marsh, 1 991, p. 272, as

cited in Shorl). The intervention certainly poses a new conceptual framework and is

based on diverse matenal that offered some new perspectives.

The review of related literature revealed that students at risk continue to drop out of

school (vide Chapter 1, p.1) often citing feeling isolated and as if they did not belong as

reasons for their dropping out (vide Chapter 2, p. 24). Dovetailing from this notion is the

idea that relationships, those that are positive ones, are equally cited as key to helping to

keep students at risk in school (vide ChapTer 2, p. 30). Classroom environment and

interactions have been shown to ìnfluence the extent to which students at risk feel as if

they belong, are valuable and valued, and thus feel as if parl of a community (vide

Chapter 2, p. 38). Finally, the current paradigm of education, one marked by aneed to

cover content instead ofdevelop relationships and show care, is not working for students
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at nsk. What has been proposed as having more potential beneht to these students is a

curriculum as cunere model, one that focuses on humanistic and critical pedagogy, and

that aims at social reconstruction (Chapter 3, p. 61).

The realities of this type of curriculum and inten,ention speak to numerous assumptions

and preparations for successful implementation (vide Chapter 4, p. 78). The teacher,

student, and environment a1l need pleparing. For the teacher, the personal becomes

political and teaching can become intensely ernotional. For the students, the change ir

approach might be staggering, and accordingly they might need increased supporl along

the'Joumey." The leaming environnrent is essential to the success of this intervention in

that it communicates a language of its own. A set up of invitation, democracy, success

for all, and student ownership is needed. This model aims at a modicum of democracy in

the classroom since it acknowledges that true democracy cannot exist in a contrived

environment if ìt does not yet exist in an everyday one. Finally, the teacher herself is the

comerstone on which this intervention model rests. Without her, her care, enthusiasm,

beliefin students at risk, and dedication to the arduous task of building community, this

interuention, like Venice, sinks slowly.

Based on the research, it was concluded that indeed building community is an effective

intervention for studerfs at risk. Furthemrore, also based on the research is the

curriculum interuention model which takes the premises of students at risk wanting to

feel connected and part of something, valued and valuable, and classroom environment

and interactions determìning the extent to which they feel the above, and integrates these
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into the ìntervention model. The model works through the processes of the Upward

Spiral where care and relationships are at the heart ofall interactions and actions with

students, and also through the curiculum orientation ofcurrere. It is the joumey, both as

an independent and as a community, which is of significance. Without this joumey and

its potential long lasting effects, social reconstruction is less attainable. When students at

risk can begin to feel competent, cared about, and capable, then they can reflect on their

joumey and initiate change in their own lives outside of school.

In terms ofcritical pedagogy, we can no longer ignore the mounting body ofresearch that

concludes students at risk benefit from interuentions such as building community and

establishing warm, caring relationships. At present, we must take aclion and begin to

weave these aspects ìnto our classrooms and schools' To act upon this knowledge is to

initiate fundamental and positive change. Students at risk need our dedication and

commitment to the task of building community within our classrooms and school. More

so, they need our care and for us to help them to see their value, acceptance, that they

belong, and are welcomed. We can begin to demonstrate these messages through how we

set up our classrooms and how we interact with students. Fufhennore, we also

communicate these messages when we encourage and support students in their own

autobiographies offeeling a sense of community as an individual and as a member ofa

group. Simple actions like leaming students'names early on, like sharing stories, and

negotiating class activities make the difference in terms ofstudents at risk choosing to

stay in school or dropping out.
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Our initiative to build community in classrooms and schools might just be the trigger that

causes students at risk to reconsider dropping out. Perhaps they begin to feel as if they

belong. Perhaps they begin to feel as ifthey are ofvalue to the class and school and have

important things to contribute. Perhaps then, they begin to try a little more in their

relationships with people in school, and maybe this ìn tum leads them to exert a little

more effort in their studies and assignments. You can see where this is leading. The

cycle ofdrop out is replaced wìth a celebration ofsuccess at graduation time. These then

adult students go on in their lives and continue to tell the story ofschool and their sense

of community. They reminisce about those special classes tbat got them tluough school.

If they become parents or Aunts and Uncles, then they know to suppofi that next

generation student by being available for her, by accepting her and showing her that she

has value. Feeling as if part of a supported community, our "next generation" student

goes on to graduate knowing that her family is behird her. In fact, her Uncle volunteers at

their school on heldtrips, because he remembers how important it was for students to

have connections to the community.

This might be viewed as a pretty story, even an overly optimistic one, but it certainly is

not unrealistic. Having never been tried before on a wide scale, who knows how

successful this ìntervention mìght be? Even if teachers take away a sense of ability to do

something for the benefit ofstudents at risk, namely helping to keep them in school, then

much ofthis study and its proposed ideas have been successful. All students deserue a

chance at experiencing success in school and at completing school. For most students the

current situation is working. For the rernaining students at rìsk, however, the playing
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fie1d is not level since they are being missed and dropping out. We can help to change

this by using this cufiiculum intervention model to build community with our classes,

thus helping to alleviate mally of the reasons students at risk tend to drop out ofschool.

Change is possible, and it begins with what teachers initiate in their classrooms. With

direct contact everyday, teachers have enormous irfluence with students, with curricula,

and with how those two meet and blend. In a sense this could be considered a "grass

roots" intervention in that it begins where most students at risk end: in the classroom.

The relationships that teachers can create with their students can cause fundameúal

change. Likewise, the relationships that students can develop with one another equally

can cause fundamental change. By consistently using the strategies suggested in this

cufficulum intervention model, it is possible that students at risk will choose to remain in

school as a result of the relationships they experience there, and as a result oftheir feeling

as if part of a community.

By bringing theory and practice together this curriculum intervention model directly

addresses one of the previously stark areas, namely that ofhaving plenty oftheory

conceming the benefit of building comûrunity with students at risk. ln an attempt, albeit

a briefone, to compensate for that starkness, this model has woven the theory ìnto a

practical, exploitable, efficacious model comprised of workable strategies that ain at

building community. We know already of the theory that suppods this model. What we

now stand to discover is how effective this proposed rnodel can be if ímplemented. This

answer is beyond what is proposed presently in terms of the study. What can happen,
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though, is another researcher or anolher study may choose to implement this model and

qualitatively and/or quantitatively study its effects and proposed benefits.

An intervention now exists that proposes to help keep students at risk in school by

building a sense of community with them. It is now up to teachers, schools,

administrators, and school boards to ìmplement this intervention and to observe its

effects. If the proposed benefits are true, namely that ìt helps to keep students at risk

from dropping out and helps them to have increased success in school as a result of the

community effort, then this also should be docunrented and studied.

Building community is a starting point for school success. It, alone, is not the only

answer to keeping students at risk in school and experiencing success there. Their family

situations, peer situatìons, job situations, drug and alcohol use and abuse etc. all play a

part in students at risk decidìng to stay in school or drop out. Minimally this model

proposes to help students at risk to feel welcome, safe, as if they belong, are cared about,

and to let them know they are valuable and contributing human beings. For many, this

may be enough for them to choose to stay in school. We all benefit when students at risk

complete high school.
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